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The UK Stewardship Code (The ‘Code’) was first published in July 2010 by the Financial Reporting Council
(‘FRC’) with an aim to enhance the long-term returns to shareholders via improvements in the quality and
quantity of engagement between investors and companies. The updated 2020 code has gone further, to
also target the integration of Environmental, Social and Governance matters into the investment approach
and decision-making process.
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FOREWORD
This document outlines our stewardship and responsible investment activities in 2021, with focus on active
engagement with investee companies, integration of Environmental, Social and Governance factors into our
investment process and our approach to stewardship.
We were delighted to be included amongst the first of the Financial Reporting Council’s list of successful
signatories to the updated UK Stewardship Code, with our 2020 report. The Code establishes a high
standard of stewardship for asset managers, asset owners and service providers when investing money on
behalf of UK savers and pensioners.
We are pleased to increase transparency in our commitment to stewardship and sustainability through
our report, in which we have demonstrated (and look to continue to demonstrate) our commitment to
responsible investment in the allocation and management of capital.
Church House is an investment management business focused on the management of discretionary
investment portfolios, principally via our range of authorized funds. We act in the best long-term interests
of our clients when managing assets and making investment decisions.
Our primary responsibility is, and has always been, to our clients, managing their affairs to the best of our
abilities in accordance with their wishes.
Active management of the securities in which we invest, on behalf of our clients, is central to our approach,
with the purpose of safeguarding and increasing value for our clients. As active investors in both the UK and
global markets, we place great importance on closely monitoring the companies in which we invest,
assessing their fundamental drivers and whether they remain a suitable investment for each respective
fund.
While we have always considered that investing in companies with properly sustainable practices and
business models, run by people with integrity, as an integral part of what we do, we are pleased to be
formally embedding these practices into our investment process in our equity, fixed income and multi-asset
class funds, as well as the approach that we take to investing clients’ funds. We believe that the importance
of ESG has never been more prominent, this manner of thought is shared across the firm as a whole.
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THE STEWARDSHIP CODE 2020
From 1st January 2020, the updated Stewardship Code took effect. This sets high expectations on asset
managers, such as Church House, on how it invests on behalf of its clients. This 2021 report will provide an
update on how Church House has met the standards of stewardship set by the Code, detailed in Church
House’s own UK Stewardship Policy, since our last report in 2020.
The Twelve Principles

Purpose & Governance
Principle 1:

Signatories’ purpose, investment beliefs, strategy and culture enable stewardship that
creates long term value for clients and beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the
economy and society.

Principle 2:

Signatories’ governance, resources and incentives support stewardship.

Principle 3:

Signatories manage conflicts of interest to put the best interests of clients and beneficiaries
first.

Principle 4:

Signatories identify and respond to market-wide and systemic risks to promote a wellfunctioning financial system.

Principle 5:

Signatories review their policies, assure their processes and assess the effectiveness of their
activities.

Investment Approach
Principle 6:

Signatories take account of client and beneficiary needs and communicate the activities and
outcomes of their stewardship and investment to them.

Principle 7:

Signatories systematically integrate stewardship and investment, including material
environment, social and governance issues, and climate change, to fulfill their
responsibilities.

Principle 8:

Signatories monitor and hold to account managers and/or service providers.

Engagement
Principle 9:

Signatories engage with issuers to maintain or enhance the value of assets.

Principle 10:

Signatories, where necessary, participate in collaborative engagement to influence issuers.

Principle 11:

Signatories, where necessary, escalate stewardship activities to influence issuers.

Exercising Rights and Responsibilities
Principle 12:

Signatories actively exercise their rights and responsibilities.
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PURPOSE & GOVERNANCE

1. BELIEFS, STRATEGY AND CULTURE
Church House is an investment management business focused on the management of discretionary
investment portfolios, principally via our range of authorised funds, an absolutely key component of which
is the management of risk. Our priority is to generate returns in accordance with client expectations, with
a primary goal of avoiding the risk of permanent loss of capital.
We have always considered that investing in companies with properly sustainable practices and business
models, run by people with integrity, as an integral part of what we do. As long-term investors, selecting
companies that have demonstrated sound corporate governance has always been inherent to our diligence
and risk management policies.
The Church House investment philosophy is to consider the needs of our clients and their best interests.
Since the early 2000s, we have advocated the use of our own authorised funds as ‘building blocks’ to
construct our clients’ portfolios. The use of our funds allows us to carefully manage risk via our investment
expertise and experience, pooling our clients’ resources to generate cost-effective investment returns
through scale.
Our investment philosophy is closely aligned to our stewardship beliefs in that we take a long-term view,
managing assets for our clients as if they were our own. As active investors in both UK and Global markets,
we place great importance on closely monitoring the companies in which we invest. We attend company
presentations, engage in one-to-one meetings with company management teams and maintain continuous
research and analysis to sustain a solid financial picture of the current and future assets we hold, including
their development of ESG matters.

Background
Church House’s first client risk questionnaire and scale of risk was established in 2002/3, aiming to match
clients’ expectations and understanding with a suitable long-term approach of risk for their investments.
From the outset, the concept that we were selling risk and risk management rather than performance
promises came as a surprise to many. Our intention has always been to match clients’ (realistic)
expectations and understanding with outcomes in terms of results provided. As we developed our range of
authorised funds this became more nuanced, but the essential principal of two layers of risk management
for clients’ portfolios has remained constant throughout.
The broad mix of assets that we consider to be appropriate for each of our risk levels is established first
and changes are infrequent. Client portfolios, once established, have very low turnover at this level, keeping
costs to a minimum. The stock, sector, duration and other specific risks are then managed at the underlying
fund level according to market conditions. As these funds are pools of client assets they are significantly
larger than any one portfolio, bringing the advantages of diversification, low transaction costs and tax
benefits for our clients.
Each of our six authorised funds has specific investment objectives, but all are designed to form a suitable
‘building block’ for private client portfolios. The Tenax Fund, with its absolute return objective and broad
diversification across asset classes, is capable of forming a risk level in its own right or as a building block.
Within the funds we have always sought to invest in businesses of quality, established in jurisdictions that
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we can trust and run by managements with integrity. We have avoided a number of areas where we felt
that the investment might be morally dubious, also considering that these businesses were likely to prove
to be poor long-term investments, e.g. pay-day and sub-prime lenders, gambling. We consider that the focus
on the funds’ objectives, within the overall framework of a private client portfolio, and each investment’s
suitability for such a purpose, combined with an aim to invest in ‘quality’ businesses (naturally, governance
along with social and environmental behaviour form a part of this judgement) is most likely to provide longterm returns at an appropriate level of risk for our clients.

INVESTMENT BELIEFS
The investment policy we pursue, which we consider to be the approach best suited to provide consistent
returns for our clients (in accordance with acceptable and understandable levels of risk), is based on longterm investment in diversified portfolios of high quality listed companies and fixed interest investments.
Within a disciplined risk scale structure (see below under Strategy), each risk level has defined proportions
invested in particular funds/asset classes, this section refers to our beliefs regarding underlying investment
policy.
We strongly favour quality, low debt, high margin businesses with pricing power, these are the companies
that we expect to thrive and prosper over the long-term (26% of the companies in our UK Equity Growth
Fund have been held for more than twenty years). We dislike more cyclical and capital-intensive businesses,
which tend to have low(er) margins and little pricing power. We find that the approach of companies (and
the nature of the business that they undertake) to good governance and other ESG matters, bears a high
correlation to those that score well on our quality metrics.
Each of the funds that we manage for our clients, which make up the greatest proportion of their individual
investment portfolios, is run to a specific brief to ensure, as far as possible, that their overall portfolios
perform within expected parameters. For example, our international equity fund, CH Esk Global Equity, is
designed to provide international equity exposure for UK client portfolios, focused on major companies in
developed markets. This is the current broad analysis:

Esk Global Equity
Portfolio Analysis:
Esk Fund Value

£62,238,497

Fund Value USD

$79,279,398

Number of holdings

47

Per cent > $1bn Mkt Cap.

100%

Average Market Cap.
Portfolio Beta
Weighted average Q Score*

$267,128 $bn
0.93
7.0 (ex financials)

Current portfolio Yield (ex cash)

2.0%

Prospective Earnings Yield

5.6%

2.8 Cover

The quantity of holdings accords to our diversification guidelines (as below), all holdings are listed, with a
market capitalisation in excess of $1bn (as below re liquidity) with the average market capitalisation of the
portfolio as a whole being much larger. The portfolio beta is below 1.0, which we expect to see as a result
of our quality bias.
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The ‘Weighted average Q Score’ is a measure that we use as an independent check on our quality
assessments. QUEST is a division of Cannacord Genuity Limited, providing highly detailed analysis of
company financial statements over the past fifteen years along with expectations for the next two years.
The Q-score is their measure of a company’s financial strength (scored out of ten), combining cash-flow
returns, stability of cash-flow returns over time, current ratio and fixed charge cover. Of course, these
measures also provide us with a guide to the strength of management. We also utilise their ‘Quest Risk
Rater’ (not shown), which combines the Q score with possible (maybe persistent) accounting ‘blobs’ –
possible warning signs of irregularities.
The Fund’s portfolio is international and invested in developed markets as shown below:

CH Esk Global Equity
London
Holdings Listed in:
New York

47.7%

London
Europe*

9.7%
16.1%

Europe*

Nordic** 6.9%
Zurich 9.6%
Tokyo 7.1%

New York

Nordic**
Zurich

Cash

2.9%

Tokyo

* Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Milan, Paris
** Copenhagen, Stockholm

Cash
Staple Goods & Services

Sector Weights:
Oil Production 0.0%
Mining & Materials 5.8%
Industrials 6.9%
Staple Goods & Services 11.2%
Pharmaceutical & Healthcare 17.4%
Consumer Discretionary 14.5%

Pharmaceutical &
Healthcare

Industrials
Oil Production
Mining & Materials
Cash
Investment Cos

Property

Consumer
Discretionary

Utilities 0.0%
Media & Telecoms 6.6%
Technology 18.0%
Banks & Other Financials 12.9%

Banks & Other
Financials

Property 0.0%

Utilities

Investment Cos 3.9%
Cash 2.9%

Media &
Telecoms

Technology

The second of the two pie charts above shows the diversification across industrial sectors. Note that the
Fund has no investments in oil and gas production companies, reflecting ESG concerns, or in utilities or real
estate.
Our approach to fixed interest investments is similarly based on quality and lower volatility of returns. This
pie charts shows the split of investments within our fixed interest fund, which as the name implies, only
utilises investment grade issues. The slice referring to ‘Un-rated’ does not imply sub investment grade
holdings, simply that the issue does not have a rating from one of the agencies. The proportion held in AAArated investments is never less than 25%, it is currently higher with uncertain market conditions.
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CH Investment Grade Fixed Interest – by Credit Rating – 31 March 2022

Source: Church House
Liquidity and marketability
Investments are limited to liquid securities, considering that illiquidity risk is real and not a risk that we wish
to expose client portfolios to. Essentially, we limit investments to listed instruments on recognised
exchanges in developed markets, with a preference for larger capitalisation companies.
Our, informal, internal description of unlisted and many open-ended entities is ‘lobster pot investments’,
easy to get into, practically impossible to get out of. While not a technical description, we consider it to be
descriptive of a valid risk.
Within listed equity investments, we avoid those with a market capitalisation of less than £250mn as these
can also become illiquid. The bulk of our investments are in significantly larger, major companies.

Diversification
Diversification is an important tool in the management of risk, though this should not be taken to extremes.
The summing of individual equity risks reduces their overall risk (and subsequent volatility) but spreading
too far involves investing in many lower quality companies, which we do not wish to do. The quality of the
investments always outweighs the consideration of weightings in any index, we are happy to exclude
companies/sectors which we consider to be inferior long-term investments. For our equity funds, we
consider that holding 40 to 50 individual investments is most likely to achieve the right balance of
diversification for our clients. Of course, at their individual portfolio level this multiplies to a much higher
figure.
Risk of Permanent Loss of Capital
The element of risk that is not addressed by the measurement of volatility is permanent risk to capital and
we consider this to be extremely important to individuals. Most investors understand that investment
markets can be volatile in the short-term, but for many the risk that concerns them most is the possibility
of permanent loss of capital (and its ability to provide future income streams). This under-scores our policy
to invest in quality and investment grade companies listed on recognised stock exchanges.
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Rule of Law
Beside the quality metrics and diversification described above, we also restrict investment to developed
markets, considering that the additional risks from investing in emerging and other markets to be too high
and inconsistent with this principle. We have always maintained that we only we wish to invest in
countries/jurisdictions where the rule of law persists, without this we bring in an unquantifiable
political/legal risk.
CULTURE & STRATEGY
The culture of the Firm was first set out in the early days of the business. Below is an extract from a June
2001 Policy Document:
Straightforward and Clear: In all our dealings with our clients we must aim to be as
straightforward and clear as is possible. This has implications in a number of areas:
• We should aim to give our clients the level of information about their affairs
that we would hope to receive if our positions were reversed (over and above
the regulatory requirements).
• We should aim to interest our clients in what we are doing and not simply
provide necessary information or “marketing” material (some, of course, may
also prefer blissful ignorance).
• In providing information on portfolios or investments we should be
thoroughly open, explaining our ideas, or lack of them, our successes and our
failures.
• Our funds must have clear policies that we adhere to and those polices should
be straightforward. Creating over complex products or fashion following
funds is a route to future problems.
• Above all, we must do what we say we are going to do. Without this the
whole structure of agreements, agreed risk policy, welcome letters etc. is
worthless.
Summary
So, when we thoroughly know our clients and they thoroughly understand the risks
they are taking we invest their portfolios in investments that we would be happy to
hold ourselves. Portfolios that have common characteristics:
• Straightforward and clear investment objectives,
• Objectives that are based on genuine long term opportunities and not
marketing,
• That utilise sensible risk management policies,
• That have a realistic chance of long term outperformance of their benchmarks.

The essential principles of transparency and openness remain unchanged today, along with the core
principle of treating our clients as we would wish to be treated if our roles were reversed – ‘Put yourself in
their shoes, is this the service you would expect if our roles were reversed?’.

Quarterly Reviews
In addition to the usual regulatory reporting cycle, and regular face-to-face meetings with clients, we
provide a detailed report each quarter setting out what we have been doing and showing the underlying
holdings in our funds. This report has been published since 2001, it is now up to issue no. 88. These are
distributed to our existing clients: Quarterly Reviews.
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At the outset of the business, we separated the roles between those who speak to clients and those who
manage the investment portfolios. We remain of the belief that these are separate roles and that this
division allows for the best outcomes for our clients.

Risk Levels
As outlined under Background above, the first and key element of our strategy is to establish with our clients
what level of risk is appropriate to them, their circumstances and understanding. The latter being
particularly important when talking to vulnerable clients for whom special arrangements may be necessary.
Once established, an investment brief with an appropriate risk level is passed to the investment team for
action. At its simplest, we envisage a 1-10 scale of risk, from UK Treasury Bills to high risk investments (close
to gambling) and expect that the majority of clients will fall in the 3-8 range. We can, and do, operate at
lower levels of risk in the 1-2 area but this is more unusual, we do not operate at higher levels than 8 on our
scale.
Each level of risk has a defined split of underlying investments. For simplicity we are using the example of
portfolios that might be invested solely via our funds avoiding specific client differences. For example, at
Risk Level 5 (crudely an ‘Income & Growth Portfolio’) the split between our funds is as shown in the first two
columns below. Each of these ‘portfolio fund’ building blocks has its own disposition within its investment
policy. ‘Looking through’ the portfolio shown in the first two columns gives a current underlying assets
disposition as in the third and fourth columns.
Underlying Asset Disposition

Portfolio Holding – Risk Level 5:
CH Investment Grade Fixed Interest
Tenax Absolute Return Strategies
CH UK Equity Growth
CH Balanced Equity Income
Esk Global Equity

20%
15%
28%
24%
13%

Fixed Interest

33.4%

Infrastructure

4.0%

UK Equity

44.6%

International Equity

16.3%

Real Estate

0.5%

Cash/Equiv.

1.1%

Expanding this to show the underlying asset distribution across all the (standard) risk levels reveals the
progression in the different asset classes:

Underlying Asset Disposition at rising Risk Levels
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Outcomes
We track and monitor our risked returns at each level of risk to see that the outcomes provided for our
clientsAnnual
met their
(and our)
reasonable
Returns
and
Volatilityexpectations. This table shows the total returns achieved at different
levels of risk along with the volatility of those returns:
CHAMPS Models:

Total Return
Risk 3

Annual Returns and Volatility – Total Return
Risk 4

Risk 5

Risk 6

Risk 7

Risk 8

Return

Volatility

Return

Vol.

Return

Vol.

Return

Vol.

Return

Vol.

Return

Vol.

2008

-12.2%

9.7%

-16.6%

13.9%

-18.4%

16.4%

-20.2%

18.2%

-21.9%

20.7%

-22.3%

23.2%

2009

16.0%

8.8%

18.5%

11.9%

20.1%

13.5%

22.2%

15.2%

24.4%

17.4%

23.8%

19.8%

2010

9.5%

5.4%

10.7%

8.2%

11.9%

9.9%

12.5%

11.4%

13.6%

13.4%

15.2%

15.3%

2011

2.4%

6.0%

0.6%

8.1%

-1.7%

9.4%

-3.6%

10.4%

-6.3%

11.5%

-8.6%

12.3%

2012

10.5%

3.7%

11.6%

4.9%

12.3%

5.9%

13.1%

6.8%

14.6%

8.0%

17.2%

9.1%

2013

7.7%

5.5%

11.5%

6.7%

13.9%

7.4%

16.0%

8.0%

18.7%

8.9%

20.8%

10.0%

2014

5.8%

3.6%

5.7%

4.7%

6.0%

5.2%

5.7%

5.7%

5.4%

6.4%

6.4%

6.9%

2015

1.5%

4.3%

1.9%

5.8%

2.2%

6.7%

2.1%

7.5%

1.8%

8.5%

1.7%

9.8%

2016

7.5%

4.0%

10.2%

4.9%

12.6%

5.6%

14.6%

6.1%

17.8%

7.0%

21.3%

8.1%

2017

5.0%

3.0%

6.7%

3.8%

7.6%

4.1%

8.6%

4.3%

10.1%

4.5%

12.3%

5.0%

2018

-2.3%

4.5%

-2.7%

5.8%

-3.1%

6.9%

-3.5%

8.1%

-4.2%

9.7%

-4.6%

10.3%

2019

9.7%

3.6%

11.3%

4.6%

12.3%

5.6%

13.4%

6.4%

14.8%

7.6%

15.5%

8.0%

2020

1.9%

11.6%

1.9%

13.4%

3.2%

15.0%

4.7%

16.5%

6.4%

18.6%

9.8%

18.5%

2021

7.0%

3.8%

9.7%

4.4%

12.0%

5.1%

14.6%

5.8%

17.6%

6.7%

18.7%

6.9%

Averages

5.0%

5.5%

5.8%

7.2%

6.5%

8.3%

7.1%

9.3%

8.1%

10.6%

9.1%

11.7%

N.B. The table shows risk levels 3-8, we expect that clients will seek levels of risk that, effectively, form a
bell-curve with the greatest number around risk level 5, which has been the case.
As above, for simplicity, each risk level in this table is constructed exclusively from a combination of our
funds. Lower risk levels have exhibited lower volatility, progressing as the risk level increases. All levels
have exhibited lower volatility of returns than the FTSE 100 Total Return Index over this fourteen-year
period (FTSE 100 TR average 5% at volatility of 13.6%) while the return has been matched at significantly
lower levels of volatility.
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2. GOVERNANCE, RESOURCES AND INCENTIVES
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES
Church House Investment Management is a privately owned business established to manage investments
on behalf of private individuals, financial advisors and wealth managers. Church House (the Business) has a
clear governance structure (see table below) that encourages individual accountability for investment and
stewardship decisions at the fund manager level, whilst at the same time maintaining clear oversight at the
Investment Committee and Board level.
Church House Board & Committees:

There are eight members of the investment team at Church house: four fund managers, two analysts and
two portfolio managers.

Fund Managers – Individual Accountability
Fund managers are responsible for the day-to-day running of their given funds and all investment decisions
made. This involves maintaining up to date coverage of businesses invested in, including stewardship and
responsible investment considerations. Fund managers are supported by the two analysts, with one of these
analysts having an ESG focus.
Voting and Engagement Committee – Improved Governance Structure
Within the investment team, there is also a Voting and Engagement Committee that was created at the
beginning of 2021 with the specific aim to provide more structure to our activities here. This committee is
led by our ESG analyst, who is responsible for monitoring all upcoming AGMs, EGMs and other events where
we have the opportunity to vote on resolutions published by investee companies. During peak AGM season
the Voting and Engagement Committee convenes weekly to discuss upcoming voting and to delegate
responsibility for analysing newly published statements. The establishment of this committee has
significantly improved our voting processes and has promoted greater engagement across the investment
team. It has further promoted active engagement with investee companies within our governance
structures and we will look to further entrench this in our company structure for 2022.
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Here is an example of Fred Mahon (fund manager) communicating his voting preferences for the group to
discuss:
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Investment Committee – CIO and Peer Oversight
All investment staff report to the Investment Committee (IC), which meets on a monthly basis. The IC review
activity of the fund managers and is made up of all investment staff. The IC acts as a forum to discuss current
issues and views on the macro-economic outlook and investee companies, in addition to reviewing fund
limits, performance and volatility. In the IC, investment activity within the funds over the month is discussed,
reviewing any engagement with investee companies, particularly any governance issues discussed with
management.
Below is an extract from our ESG Report on Land Securities, based on their RNS announcement and our
attendance of the group meeting. This was submitted to the December 2021 IC meeting, where we
discussed the company and their efforts to decarbonise:

The Board and Church House Ownership – Encouraging Long-Term Stewardship
Above the Investment Committee is the Board, made up of four executive directors and three nonexecutives directors. The non-executive Chair of the Board is also the Chair of the Investment Committee,
whilst the two executive CIOs also both sit on the IC and Board. This provides direct crossover between the
two groups, helping to align Church House’s investment activities and stewardship with the Company’s
leadership.
Church House is majority owned by directors, employees and the Cayzer Trust. This is a long-term
shareholder base that has seen little material change since the management buy-out over a decade ago. As
both owners and directors, the Board looks to take a long-term view on business decisions and to promote
Church House as a responsible and diligent investor of our clients’ savings. It is the responsibility of the
Board to highlight any concerns regarding stewardship and, in such an event, this view will be communicated
to the investment team via the CIOs.
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Resourcing – experience, seniority, service providers and analysis
The investment team are given extensive resources in order to support their investment responsibilities.
We take a collegiate approach, meaning that all investment staff have oversight of all activity within our
funds and are encouraged to take an active role in engaging with decisions made beyond their specific fund
or mandate. For example, if an equity manager is voting on a business where we are both equity and debt
holders (e.g. Berkeley Group), they will also discuss the matter with the fixed interest manager. This means
that there is a great deal of support within the team, from younger analysts, to fund managers, to the more
experienced CIOs.
Individuals are supported in their due diligence of investee companies by the wider investment team
internally, via external research purchased from brokers and from access to information platforms such as
Bloomberg and Quest. Meetings with companies are facilitated both by brokers and via direct contact with
companies. For example, during 2021 the UK investment team took part in over 150 meetings with
companies, both businesses that we are shareholders in and ones that we are not. We joined calls with
every company that our Church House UK Equity Growth Fund (CHUK) is invested in and had one-to-one
meetings with the majority of these companies. We believe that corporate engagement is a real strength of
our investment process and have been shareholders of many of our portfolio companies for many years.

Training and qualifications
All members of the investment team are required to be professionally qualified, or to be in the process of
obtaining these qualifications. Our team members come with a wide variety of previous experience in
financial markets, led by James Mahon and Jeremy Wharton, CIOs, who have a combined 80+ years of
market experience. We believe that we have a good blend of experience and youth in the investment team
and continue to build on this, having made two new hires in 2021. Investment staff are required to maintain
ongoing training, including taking multiple online courses covering ESG matters as part of their annual CPD
requirements. For more information on the individuals mentioned and their qualifications, please visit our
website.
Incentives
Individual remuneration is not focused upon investment performance or specific sustainability goals at
Church House and has never been. The remuneration committee encourages the investment team to focus
on long-term goals for the funds and wider business, of which governance is a key consideration. Fund
managers and analysts are encouraged to take an active role in engaging with companies and sharing their
conclusions with the wider investment team. The results of this can be seen in the increasing number of
company meetings taken by the investment team over recent years and the fact that team members have
been proactive in seeking opportunities to build upon our existing activity in challenging company’s
governance.
Outcome Reporting
We believe that we made positive progress in improving our governance structures during 2021 so as to
resource and incentivise responsible and long-term stewardship on behalf of our clients. The main change
made to our governance structure was to create the Voting and Engagement Committee, which has so far
been a positive move. This has added improved structure to our monitoring of investee companies and
promoted much discussion around investee company governance and, generally, the quality of company
management.
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In 2022 we are looking to further build on the progress made in 2021, specifically looking into certain
business standards and practices that we might be able to encourage across all investee companies. For
example, the percentage of equity that a management team can issue without requiring pre-emption rights
or minimum shareholding requirements for CEOs are two matters that we feel this might work for. We are
mindful that we do not want to be too broad-brush here and want to pay attention to individual company
circumstances as much as possible, however also wish to be consistent in our approach and to avoid doublestandards.
Voting on international companies (ex-UK) is also an area that we are looking to improve upon. The
reporting standards of international businesses is not always as high as in the UK so we, as investors, have
less transparency when it comes to voting. It may be that increased engagement with knowledgeable third
parties on such matters would improve our processes.
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3. MANAGEMENT OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Church House Investments’ Policy on Managing Conflicts of Interest was reviewed in August 2021 and
formally adopted on 1st September: Conflicts of Interest Policy
The regulatory obligation to ensure no investor suffers from the impact of conflicts of interest extends
throughout all activity that Church House performs, using careful management and full disclosure. Church
House takes all reasonable steps to identify and manage conflicts and potential conflicts of interest between
it and anyone associated with the Company and its clients, and between one client of the Company and
another client. The Company maintains a policy of managing conflicts of interest which is reviewed at least
annually and will take all reasonable steps to manage its affairs to minimise the likelihood of conflict.
Church House does not operate a trading book for itself nor invests in assets on its own account. Fund
managers may conduct personal dealing, but this is within the confines of the FCA Conduct of Business rules
and internal compliance approval. This ensures that no investment within our funds or client portfolios are
ever conflicted with the personal holdings of Church House employees nor the Company itself. Any personal
account dealing requires approval from both Senior Management and Compliance to ensure there are no
conflicts.

Identifying Conflicts of Interest
In identifying conflicts Church House takes into account whether it or anyone associated with the Company
either directly or indirectly is:
a) likely to make a financial gain or avoid a financial loss, at the expense of the Client;
b) has an interest in the outcome of a service provided to the Client or of a transaction carried out on
behalf of the Client, which is distinct from the Client’s interest in that outcome;
c) has a financial or other incentive to favour the interest of another Client or group of Clients over the
interest of the Client;
d) receives or will receive from a person other than the Client an inducement in relation to a service
provided to the Client, in the form of monies, goods or services, other than the standard fee for that
service.

Managing Conflicts of Interest
Escalation
If there is any doubt as to the identification of a conflict of interest, such doubt must be escalated to Senior
Managers and Compliance. Church House Investments has a total staff of thirty-five, which includes three
non-executive directors. Twenty are ‘front line’ staff, with very few personnel changes over the past few
years, facilitating knowledge and oversight of any issues or potential issues. The Compliance Officer has an
auditing function overseeing the efficient operation of the process and will report to the Board via the
Compliance Report. A committee of the non-executive directors is the final arbiter of controversial matters
that cannot otherwise be resolved.
Inside Information
Church House prefers not to be made an insider in relation to any potential transaction and will usually
refuse such requests. Occasionally, we might agree to be brought inside if we consider that it is likely to
assist in discussions with the activity of investee companies. In this case, the name of the company involved
is disclosed to Compliance and a blanket ban is imposed on any dealings in securities of that company until
such information is publicly available.
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More broadly, any confidential information obtained through discussions with investee companies,
especially if market-sensitive, is stored securely and only reported internally to Compliance in accordance
with inside information and conflict of interest policies. This ensures no investment activity, as outlined
above.

Actual & Potential Conflicts of Interest
Example 1
As part of the client take-on process we are careful to identify and manage any potential conflicts of interest
that clients may have as a result of the service we are proposing for them. In the past year we have had a
number of cases where clients have asked what property companies we hold, due to their work in
M&A/Management Consultancy. Of course, they cannot tell us which deals/clients they are working on,
without becoming an insider, and we do not ask. Crucially, the intention to open a portfolio at Church House
has to be cleared with their respective compliance departments. It is usual to provide them with
confirmation that their portfolio(s) will be managed 100% in collective investments (no direct holdings) and
under a discretionary investment management agreement for them to pass on - this is usually sufficient. By
confirming the client has no influence on the discretionary mandates and that no single stocks are held, no
confirmation of trades (contract notes) have had to be provided to the clients’ compliance departments.
Example 2
We have recently identified the potential for conflicts of interest with employees acting as a trustee or
attorney for a client. Accordingly, the Conflicts of Interest Policy is being amended to ban acting as a trustee
for a client. Acting as an attorney may be permissible in a few limited circumstances, in which case specific
permission will be required from the Managing Director and Compliance.
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4. MARKET-WIDE AND SYSTEMATIC RISKS
Market-wide and systemic risks should be appreciated in the most relevant ways to a practitioner such as
Church House but also in the wider context of globally interconnected entities. All of the Stewardship
Principles we are addressing in this document are vitally important and an understanding of Principle
number 4 is crucial as, without it, practitioners are exposing their investors to underappreciated risks.
To Church House as a private client focussed firm, the concept of Stewardship of assets is key as individuals
entrust us directly with not only the investment of their assets but also their safe holding, i.e. custodianship,
suitability of chosen investments, asset classes and ultimately a thorough understanding of any underlying
risks associated with those investments. We communicate through regular communications, whether ad
hoc or via our Quarterly Review, to ensure that our private clients and fund investors are aware of our
commitment to the suitability of these assets for investment.
Our joint CIO’s have lengthy experience in the evolution of the financial system, one having been a Member
on the trading floor of the London Stock Exchange and the other having started at Big Bang in 1986 and
remaining in over-the-counter (OTC) markets ever since. Between the two of them, having seen this
evolution, there is a deep understanding of the risks of both on and off-exchange dealing and market wide
risk. They have and continue to strive to ensure that their knowledge and experience is passed on to the
other employees of Church House through the Investment Committee and regular meetings with client
facing teams. We also brief and engage with members of other firms through fund updates, webinars,
seminars, trade bodies and all other channels of communication available. This experience has
encompassed many instances and periods of intense market stress, whether systemic or not.

Collaborating with Other Stakeholders to Promote Continued Improvement in the
Functioning of Financial Markets
Example – Fund & Market Outlook Presentations
Our Fund Managers regularly participate in industry events and fund presentations, where prevalent market
risks across many asset classes are discussed directly with market participants and clients. During these
events, we convey our investment beliefs, strategy and potential change in fund stance, as a result of market
conditions.
During fund and market outlook presentations, the fund managers communicate to participants their views
on the market, multiple asset classes, changes in policy and resulting implications. During these meetings,
we encourage participation and questions, which allow the fund managers and attendants to share their
insights and challenge each other. We believe this collaboration promotes the healthy functioning of
financial markets, via the sharing of expertise and experience of our fund managers.
Topics discussed at our Tenax Absolute Return Strategies webinars in 2021 included:
• The implications for sterling corporate bond markets of a strong recovery and higher inflation
• The assets and tactics we find effective in managing a bond fund in a period of rising interest rates
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Responding to Market-wide and Systematic risks
Responding to market-wide and systematic risk in 2021 can be seen through the change in positioning of
our corporate bond fund (Investment Grade Fixed Interest) and our absolute return fund (Tenax Absolute
Return Strategies), which both have significant exposure to credit instruments. We actively reduced the
duration of these credit holdings to mitigate rising interest rate risk, and actively increased our exposure to
the highest quality Investment Grade names that were least likely to be affected by supply chain disruption
and surging commodity prices. We are active managers of our bond exposure, moving to mitigate the
aforementioned risks as much as possible. The effectiveness of this is borne out in the much lower level of
volatility exhibited by these funds.
The changes in asset allocation from 2007 to 2021, in our Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund can be
seen below, having adapted to market-wide and systematic risks, and positioning the fund to be best placed
in the changing investment landscape:

Example –Market Commentary publications
Further to this, extracts for our multi-asset market commentary can be seen below. We publish monthly
to inform clients and market participants of unfolding events in the current market environment and
consequent changes in stance in the fund. Market commentary, changes in fund positioning and portfolio
activity are also published for the majority of all our funds.
Multi-asset market commentary, March 2021:
“The past three weeks have seen a further significant shift in rates, particularly in the US, where the long
bond yield has now risen to 2.4% (up from 1.65% at the turn of the year).
Ten-year rates have also moved up smartly, putting pressure on central banks worldwide, which continue to
hold the line on rock bottom short-term rates. The Federal Reserve’s policy and outlook statement takes on
greater significance again, though, following recent statements from Governor Powell, they are not expected
to move to any sort of tightening of policy.
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UK rates have moved up again, though not as
sharply as in America, European rates are steady at
the higher levels established in February as the ECB
has come out more explicitly targeting lower rates
further along the yield curve. Mostly stock markets
have picked-up but are churning below the surface
with inter-sector shifts between ‘growth’ and
‘value’. With some notable exceptions (e.g. UK
banks), it feels that most of the shift may well have
taken place now.
The balance of the Fund’s asset allocation has
shifted by a few percentage points over the three
weeks with activity in a number of areas of the
portfolio. The table shows the overall asset mix and
comparison to the year end, see right”.
Multi-asset market commentary, May 2021:
“The US figure was the highest recorded since 2008 while the UK was back up to March 2020 levels (it will
surely reach the Bank’s 2% target level this year). Central bankers insist that this is a passing phenomenon.
As we have said on a number of occasions, this year’s figures will be lumpy, we have a lot of distortion to
work through (it was April last year that oil prices went negative), the question remains as to what happens
after that. The central banks have a point, the current revival will likely fade, but we expect a stronger
economic recovery than many and a number of the deflationary effects of the previous ten years (forced
retrenchment by the banks for example) have gone. So I suspect that inflation will not fade right back and
will need to be taken more seriously - caveat emptor, buyers of longer-duration bonds”.
Further examples of market and fund commentary can be found here.

Engagement with Market Participants and Stakeholders
& Supporting Industry Initiatives
We are regular participants in surveys, debates and discussions. In particular we participate in the highly
regarded Barclays survey of OTC participants across many asset classes but in particular Fixed Interest,
Currency and Commodity markets where there is arguably the widest scope for market-wide and systemic
risk. Barclays share the results and findings of their surveys.
We also participate in the also widely respected Greenwich Capital markets participant survey. This is a very
in depth structural inspection of market counterparties and the results are also shared and analysed.
We are members of industry bodies, such as PIMFA (since May 2019) and support the work by the FRC, via
our signatory status to the UK Stewardship Code. Further, we are a contributing member to Managed
Portfolio Indices (MPI), a platform available to STEP members to assist them with their investment related
activities, where we provide our fund data each month for comparison versus industry peers.
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Participating In Collaborative Initiatives:
The Fifth Money Laundering Directive
We have been liaising with HMRC and associated agencies (i.e. accountants) over the new Money
Laundering Regulation (MLR) requirement for Trusts to become registered with the new Trustee
Registration Service (“TRS”). This requires almost all trusts to reveal identities of beneficiaries etc. by the
deadline of September 2022. While our collaboration began in the last quarter of 2020, this regulation
requirement was later delayed to November 2021.
The below was communicated to our Trust clients (trustees, lawyers etc):
“Following new rules introduced in October 2020 as part of 5th Money-Laundering Directive (but with
implementation delayed until last autumn), please note that almost all taxable and non-taxable trusts*,
including Bare Trusts, must be registered with the Trustee Registration Service (“TRS”) of HMRC by Sept.
1st this year.
For any help with this, trustees should contact their trust administrator or trust accountant, in the first
instance.
*For the full list of exempt trusts, such as charitable trusts or will trusts within two years of death, please
see: Trust Registration extension – an overview - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)”

Synthetic OCFs
A further example of our continuing work with other stakeholders, which we hope in turn will become a
collaborative initiative, is the recent industry changes in the calculations of Synthetic OCFs for close-ended
vehicles under the recent changes to PRIIPs regulation. For context, in the interest of transparency and
fairness, the FCA is looking to ensure that all funds fully disclose all their costs, to allow underlying investors
to know exactly what costs they are incurring, prior to investment. As far as we can tell we (and our peers
across buy-side, sell-side and representative bodies) were not consulted on the matter before it took effect.
The unintended consequence of this new regulation is that we all must disclose the internal fees of
investment trusts, which give our clients exposure to renewable energy, private equity or general
infrastructure. This highlights them as more expensive in our fee disclosures and, in turn, make them
uninvestable on a cost basis.
We have discussed this situation with other wealth managers and investment trust brokers. It is also a
prominent topic in our discussion with our potential new Authorised Corporate Director (ACD). Engagement
and collaboration on this matter will continue over 2022, where we hope to report further in the next year.
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Systematic & Market -wide risks
The implosion of highly geared Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) in 1998 presented a unique
moment of systemic risk where, through excessive leverage, a single entity presented a unique challenge,
subsequently skilfully dealt with by investment banks taking on the positions offered to LTCM by themselves
in the first place. This situation was effectively repeated twenty years later by the JPMorgan ‘London
Whale’, where an arm of the bank was able to pyramid derivative positions using Credit Default Swaps. In
the meantime, we saw the biggest systemic near miss of them all in 2008/9 when, through the structured
credit boom, the sub-prime mortgage debt markets blew up, nearly fatally crippling the US and other
banking systems.
COVID-19
Fast forward a decade to 2020 and Covid 19 presented its own unique set of challenges to markets and
the financial system, as sovereign debt markets exhibited volatility not seen before. Credit spreads
ballooned out amid dysfunctional trading across several asset classes, the very real possibility of a
catastrophic seizing up of the system was there. It must be said that Central Banks identified and rose to
this challenge, putting measure after measure into place to ensure that a global pandemic health crisis did
not morph into a systemic financial crisis, as they moved with all the size, speed and far reaching measures
necessary.
These market-wide and systemic pressures persisted throughout 2021. Volatility persisted across
sovereign assets and in particular the treasury market, which displayed a rising level of volatility over the
year as perceptions of the path of interest rates and Central Bank actions to withdraw monetary
accommodation aligned. The MOVE index, see below, a weighted average of the implied volatility of options
across the US Treasury curve illustrates this. This measure is not widely known and through our regular
quarterly webinars with our investors we have outlined its importance.
MOVE Index over 2 years:

Source: Bloomberg
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We also mentioned the volatility of the Gilt market in our last report and this persisted over 2021. The
market spent the early part of the year fretting over the possibility of negative rates in the UK. This passed
and yields moved to reflect inflation concerns until fresh worries re-emerged regarding the Omicron variant
of Covid 19. When this was found to not be as lethal as feared inflation fears really took hold as seen in the
chart below. This is a fundamental market –wide risk to our private clients and investors and we again
continue to interact directly with them to ensure they are aware of this and, importantly, are monitoring it
on their behalf through our Quarterly Review, monthly factsheets and quarterly webinars.
Volatility of the Ten-Year Gilt

Source: Bloomberg

We regard credit spreads as a key gauge of market-wide and systemic stress not only within credit markets
but also as a barometer of corporate creditworthiness. We monitor all the credit indices in real time such
as the iTraxx Main EUR IG index, detailed below. We also monitor Sterling credit spreads using the
Bloomberg Sterling aggregate index, again below. We appreciate that these might not be widely used and
the importance of them not necessarily understood and so we actively use and explain them in our
presentations to investors whether in person, online or through our webinars.
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Credit Spreads iTraxx Main 2 year chart:

Source: Bloomberg

Bloomberg Sterling Aggregate Index:

Source: Bloomberg

Church House as an institution appreciates and aims to identify and avoid many of these risks. We identified
a new risk that potentially has systemic risk in certain sectors, namely supply shock risks. The pandemic has
exacerbated a worldwide shortage of semiconductors and this has impacted whole sectors especially those
such as the automobile sector. We ensured that our investors were not overly exposed to sectors like this
to ensure that there were no detrimental effects on client outcomes. These supply chain disruptions are
currently being exacerbated by the lockdown of Shanghai, the largest port in the world and certainly have
far reaching implications. See below for a chart of ships waiting to unload at the port.
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Chart of Ships waiting to unload at Shanghai port

Recent moves in commodities prices and their systemic effect on energy costs and the subsequent effects
on manufacturing, confidence and individual hardship are definitely judged to be market-wide and
systemic. We continually monitor these and discuss internally through our Investment Committee. Our
conclusions are then shared internally and more widely to our private clients and investors.
As mentioned, we are acutely aware of the suitability of investments for our largely private client focussed
investor base. We certainly avoid geared and complex derivative instruments that we might understand,
but our clients, almost certainly, would not. But some instruments do not need to be overly complicated to
exhibit systemic risks. For example, the behaviour of the main crude oil ETF on expiry in April 2020; due to
a concentration in near-month derivative positions, the front month contract expired at a negative $37 per
barrel, see below:
Oil Prices early 2020

Source: Bloomberg
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Evaluation of our effectiveness at responding to these market-wide and systemic risks:
Within all of our own funds we are aware of execution and liquidity risk, continually monitoring both. It
remains extremely impressive how, in the case of Covid 19 disruption, OTC markets decamped within a
matter of days, in our view largely due to the market-wide use of Bloomberg terminals and other systems
enabling 95% of the market to trade remotely within a fortnight. We have always embraced the Bloomberg
Anywhere offering and have operated a dual office structure in London and the South West, and remote
working capability for the majority of our employees was already in place. Despite the success of the market
continuing to function across OTC traded asset classes, we ensured that our credit funds had ample liquidity
in short-dated senior secured covered bonds, these remained liquid whilst the short end of the credit
markets seized up.
We correctly identified that ultra-small cap companies presented a liquidity risk and ensured that our funds
exposed to these, namely our UK Smaller Companies fund, exited those positions to reinvest in more liquid
positions and we have subsequently updated the mandate and investment process of the fund to reflect
this. We are aware of potential systemic risks due to climate change and have actively invested in many
new issues issued under green and sustainable bond frameworks, covered in more detail elsewhere in this
document.
In conclusion, we feel that to provide and fulfil Stewardship principles towards those clients entrusting us
with their assets, a deep and thorough knowledge of the risks involved both market-wide and systemically
is essential. We strive to communicate our experience widely through our regular publications and
meetings, but also to listen and add to it with the knowledge and experience of others.
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5. REVIEW OF POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
Although the principles of stewardship are strongly embedded in the CH culture and, consequently, all
aspects of our investment and fund management activities, we review them in a number of different ways
to ensure their consistent application, effectiveness and communication. The over-riding principle is to
ensure the responsible allocation, management and oversight of capital to create long-term value for
clients and investors leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society.
Our approach to Stewardship is not something newly adopted but has been embedded throughout all our
investment activity since inception in 1999. We view this as fundamental to the management of the risks
to which we expose our clients’ money. We highlight the FRC’s updated 2020 Stewardship Code on our
website where we explain our approach to each of the twelve principles.
With increasing focus on ESG factors, we formalised our approach to incorporate environmental, social and
governance issues in a separate ESG policy in 2020. This is publicly available on our website.

Reviewing Policies
We review our internal processes regularly in order to ensure effective stewardship and acting in the best
long-term interests of our clients. All policies are subject to review and approval. We have two CIOs, both
of whom have over thirty years of investment experience, and who are responsible for monitoring all
investment decisions. All fund managers are required to report on their portfolio activity to the Investment
Committee, which has an independent Chair with long experience and high standing.
Church House strives to maximise value for its clients via the careful management of its funds and underlying
investments. There are a multitude of factors our fund managers take into account when considering an
investment. Our active management approach promotes on-going research with investee companies. We
attend company presentations, engage in one-to-one meetings with company management teams and carry
out continuous research, analysis and dialogue in order not just to maintain a solid financial picture of the
current and future value of stocks we hold, but also to gain insight into the values and priorities that a
company attaches to ESG matters. We engage in active and constructive dialogue with many of our investee
companies and vote at AGMs, EGMs and corporate actions. This is especially so if direct communication
with an investee company fails to satisfy our concerns.

Review and Assurance Processes
The first level of assurance is the Investment Committee, which meets monthly and has a formal agenda
for checking each fund’s activity against its relevant risk tolerances, including any (potential) stewardship
issues. Prior to each Investment Committee meeting, compliance circulates a report of their checks on each
fund and its compliance with regulatory and internal limits and objectives. Compliance now includes an
Operational Assurance Manager with the specific task of monitoring this process, which includes monthly
sample checks on market transactions to ensure best execution. The Committee also reviews the make-up
of the risk scales for client portfolios and their on-going results in terms of performance and volatility against
expectations (see Principle 1 for outcome of this data).
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The next level is the Risk Committee, which is chaired by the non-executive Chair, whose terms of reference
specifically include a detailed audit of all the main business risks, including the consistent application of
stewardship principles.
The top level in assuring our processes is the Board, to which the Risk Committee report, which includes
representatives of significant external shareholders who naturally expect to see the highest levels of
observance to all our published policies such as Stewardship and ESG.

Reviewing and improving stewardship policies and processes
An example of where we have altered or amended our process, to enable effective stewardship, is with our
Voting and Engagement Committee (see Principle 12 for further detail). This was created at the beginning
of 2021 with the specific aim to provide more structure to our voting activities. Regular weekly meetings
take place to co-ordinate and confirm votes at AGMs, EGMs and other corporate actions in investee
companies.

Ensuring Reporting is Fair, Balanced and Understandable
All reporting and marketing literature is subject to scrutiny by Compliance. While the particular focus is
regulatory, to ensure that all our external communications are ‘fair, clear and not misleading’, this neatly
overlaps the FRC’s requirement that all stewardship reporting should be ‘fair, balanced and
understandable’.
Our Quarterly Review publications ensure that our clients are kept up to date with the current economic
and market background, including credit and equity market commentary, sustainability pieces and a high
level of visibility and transparency into each fund’s activity during the quarter. This are distributed to our
existing clients.
Further to this, we publish regular updates and insights for both professional and private client audiences.
These articles include portfolio and market commentary written by the fund managers, ESG and
sustainability, personal finance commentary and news relating to the firm. The complete library can be
found here.
We hope that our publications reinforce the message that successful investment management centres
around the effective management of risk and that avoiding investment in companies demonstrating
unsustainable business practices such as poor governance, damaging environmental practices or weak social
impact credentials is an important element of that risk.
Our funds are independently assessed by MSCI as part of their ESG Ratings service. We do not pay for this
service nor have any input into their process. However, we are pleased to see that they rate three of our
Funds as AAA on their scale and two as AA. The sixth Fund, UK Smaller Companies, had not been in its new
guise for long enough for a fair rating.
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MSCI ESG ratings:
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INVESTMENT APPROACH

6. COMMUNICATION OF ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES OF STEWARDSHIP
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT (AUM)
As at 31st December 2021, Church House Investment Management had AUM of c.£1.5bn with the
retail/institutional split being 43% versus 57%.
We define ‘retail’ as our direct private clients that have signed a Discretionary Management Agreement
(DMA) with us. These can include private individuals, family groups, charities and trusts. Their assets are
held in General Investment Accounts (GIAs), SIPPs and ISAs.
We define ‘institutional’ as third-party investors (Wealth Managers, Financial Adviser groups and
Independent Financial Advisors), who purchase our funds via intermediary platforms.
Over the course of 2021, we have seen a slight increase in retail in-flows, with the retail side of the business
now accounting for 43% (up from 37% in 2020).
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GEOGRAPHIC SPLIT OF CLIENT BASE AUM
The Church House client base is overwhelmingly domiciled and resident in the UK. We have a small minority
of clients abroad, having moved from the UK for both business and personal reasons. We have seen little
change in the split from last year. We have no US clients for FATCA reasons.
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ASSET CLASS SPLIT OF AUM
The asset class split of AUM is 59% credit assets versus 41% equity assets.
Credit assets include: Treasuries, Corporate bonds, Floating Rate Notes, Convertibles and other Fixed
Interest Investments.
Equity assets include: UK and International Listed Equities, Investment Companies and Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs).
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In terms of asset class split, we have seen a slight increase in the equities weighting on the back of the bullish
global equity markets post-Covid. The overall proportion broadly remains similar, caveating the strength of
Church House’s absolute return and fixed income offerings.

GEOGRAPHIC SPLIT OF AUM
Church House’s AUM is principally invested in the UK (c.88%). The remainder is made up of the USA (c.6%),
European Union (c.3%), Switzerland (c.1%), Japan (c.0.5%) and Other (including Sweden & Denmark) at
c.2%.
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TIME HORIZONS
Church House is a long-term investor and we encourage all our clients to invest in the same manner. To be
at its most effective, and in order to manage risk versus reward diligently, clients are signed up on the
knowledge and understanding that their investment time horizon should be five years as a minimum,
preferably much longer. This timing works hand-in-hand with stewardship.
A shorter period limits the ability for clients to achieve their objectives whilst also minimising the
opportunity and impact of stewardship across their portfolio. As with our clients, we aim to foster long-term
and proactive relationships and engagement with company management teams to extract the highest levels
of stewardship across all environmental, social and governance issues.

Activity
Church House’s ethos and attitude to stewardship is embedded into our investment philosophy. From the
outset of client engagement, our ESG policy is prominent in preliminary client discussions. This ensures
clients are safe in the knowledge that their potential investments will be managed with proper attention to
social and governance issues, in accordance with a clear ESG policy.
Client reporting
Communication to clients on stewardship matters is key and an important part of our informational and
marketing material to clients. We send out regular emails to client, and throughout the year will publish
‘big picture’ pieces on topics which are firmly based on matters regarding Stewardship, Environmental,
Social or Governance. These can be found on our website.
In 2021, articles included:
Out with the Old, in with the Green
Discipline is essential in the midst of a Green Bond revolution
This thought-leadership is a key pillar in our marketing and effective communication with clients. Not only
is it useful marketing material, but this collateral emphasises that we are ready and willing to challenge what
constitutes proper, fair and balanced stewardship in 2021.
As well as the bigger picture pieces, each portfolio activity or market commentary will have an element of
stewardship embedded into its fabric as a way of reporting on our process and our activity. For example,
the rationale behind buying a green bond in our fixed interest fund.
Other reports available to our clients include annual voting reports, our submission to the 2020 Stewardship
Code, monthly ESG reports on our underlying holders. These can be found either on our website or by
request.
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Consideration of client views
As part of our client onboarding process, Relationship Managers undertake a Fact Find to obtain all the
necessary Know Your Client (KYC) information. This consists of fixed client data, required for onboarding,
as well as the client’s broader holistic financial situation. Further to this, open-ended questions in the Fact
Find are used to establish and gauge a client’s potential ethical and stewardship requirements and wishes.
This is more pertinent with many charity and trust clients who will have more defined investment policies
regarding their ESG requirements.
Church House run many investment portfolios across these stewardship parameters, as defined by charity
stakeholders and trustees’ policies. For individual private clients, we offer a purely Ethical Portfolio solution
via our Managed Portfolio Service (MPS) and for our larger clients we can allocate our stock selection to a
portfolio totally tilted to ESG.

Example – client ESG preference
An example of this, from 2021, is of a younger client (aged 20-30). When the Relationship Manager was
onboarding and undertaking KYC on this client, the importance of ESG over and above that of performance,
reporting, and fees, was highlighted. With this in mind, the Portfolio Manager recommended the Ethical
MPS solution, and upon discussion and consideration by the client, this was acted upon.
Example – commissioning of investor survey
In 2021, Church House commissioned a third-party poling group, Compeer Limited, to conduct a Non-Clients
End Investor Survey. The survey was completed via an online questionnaire designed to be run parallel with
a survey of existing clients. The survey drew on 500 investors based across the United Kingdom and included
questions on ESG matters. An extract from this questionnaire can be seen on the following page.
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Findings
In line with what we have experienced with our own client base, the younger the client, the higher the
importance in considering social impact and environmental concerns in portfolio management.
We felt that it was important for the firm to consider a wider demographic in these stewardship matters
and, as a result of the survey, in 2022 we will commission a further survey for our existing clients to make
sure that we remain aligned with their views on stewardship.

Outcome
Although we believe that we have an efficient and effective method of communicating with our clients on
ESG and Stewardship matters, it is something we will endeavour to improve upon in 2022. As well as
commissioning a complementary survey to our existing clients regarding ESG matters, we will be looking to
ameliorate the way we consider client views and how we act upon them. In 2022, we will set up a new
framework and process, which highlights when and where ESG considerations are noted, considered, and
acted on.
Our reporting and commentaries are thorough and regular, with pieces relating to contemporary ESG and
sustainability matters. Diving down into the majority of our marketing and communications output, there
is emphasis on stewardship within the monthly commentaries and portfolio activities, which report on our
processes and activities at a fund level.
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7. INTEGRATION OF STEWARDSHIP AND INVESTMENT, INCLUDING ESG
At Church House, we have incorporated ESG and stewardship firm-wide into our equity, fixed income and
multi-asset class funds, with our primary responsibility always being to our clients and putting their needs
and wishes at the forefront of our decisions.
As active, long-term managers, we are able to integrate ESG practices into our investment processes
holistically. We look to invest in high quality companies with strong fundamentals and corporate
governance, alongside sound ESG practices. While we have an analyst who has a focus on ESG, we believe
it important not to segregate ESG discussion from the investment team. In this way, each fund manager
embeds ESG into their investment decisions, where it is considered from a risk management perspective.
This approach is used for our UK Equity Growth Fund, UK Smaller Companies Fund, Esk Global Equity Fund,
Balanced Equity Income Fund, Investment Grade Fixed Interest Fund and our Tenax Absolute Return
Strategies Fund.
INTEGRATION OF ESG AND STEWARDSHIP ACROS S MULTIPLE ASSET CLASSES & GEOGRAPHIES

There are areas where ESG integration spans many asset classes. It is common for our equity fund managers
and analysts to discuss mutual holdings with our fixed-income and multi-asset fund managers. This is a
mutually beneficial relationship, which allows teams to approach financial, ESG and stewardship
considerations from a potentially new angle. While ESG and stewardship are integrated holistically into our
investment approach and decision-making process, discussions across teams on the investment desk allows
us the opportunity for new insights, in addition to scope for further development of our broader
understanding of these companies. This open-dialogue approach allows us to convey a unified view of ESG
and stewardship matters when in discussion with investee companies.

UK equity
As a UK investment firm, aside from fixed interest, we primarily invest in UK equities, where we endeavour
to form strong long-standing relationships with the senior management and non-executive directors of the
companies in which we are shareholders. We believe this makes for more conducive and effective
discussion.
Global equity
Where possible, we engage with the senior management and non-executive directors of our global equity
holdings. Outside of the UK, our investments are primarily in the US, Europe and Japan. Engagement with
these global companies is lower than with our UK listed holdings, although we aim to engage further with
our globally listed companies each year.
In both of the above, voting is also an important aspect of engagement with our investee companies. We
recognise that as a small investment firm, our influence in this manner is not huge; however, we are happy
to vote in the best interests of our shareholders and believe it is our duty to do so. More information on
voting can be found in Principle 12.
Where appropriate, and where we believe it would be in the best interests of our shareholders, we may opt
for collaborative engagement. This may arise as a result of an unsuccessful private engagement, or, where
collaboration with a larger shareholder grants us further reach to influence the decisions of senior
management and the Board.
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Corporate bonds
We consider the ESG and stewardship credentials of the company issuing a bond. With many of our equity
and bond holdings overlapping, this lends itself to a holistic evaluation of our holdings. Further, we
encourage improvement in ESG practices and look for openness in issuer engagement, alongside increased
transparency with bondholders.
Sovereign credit
With sovereign credit, paramount importance is placed on the rule of law in countries issuing government
bonds. Consequently, we only invest in developed markets (primarily the UK), where we trust the rule of
law and running of institutions. Please see more detail in the section below entitled ‘Rule Of Law –
Geography / Market Listing’.
Holdings in Closed-Ended Investment Vehicles
In order to further diversify our funds and where we believe specialist expertise would be beneficial for our
clients, we use investment trusts to gain exposure to certain areas, such as energy efficiency trusts, private
equity and emerging markets. We have regular meetings with the fund managers of these investment trusts,
where we are able to discuss the management, engagement and governance of the underlying holdings.
Emphasis is also on the environmental and social credentials, if material, and we expect management to
incorporate ESG into their investment approach.

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT & ENGAGEMENT
As active investors in both the UK and global markets, we place great importance on closely monitoring the
companies in which we invest, assessing whether they remain a suitable investment for each respective
fund. Our active-management approach promotes ongoing research with investee companies. We attend
company presentations, engage in one-to-one meetings with company management teams, and carry out
continuous research and analysis in order to maintain a solid financial picture of the current and future value
of stocks we hold, along with their development in ESG matters. When appropriate, we engage in active
constructive dialogue with investee companies (via verbal or written communication) and vote at AGMs,
EGMs and corporate actions, should this be in the interest of our clients, especially, if direct communication
with an investee company fails to satisfy our concerns. Church House may seek to engage with other
shareholders via both formal and informal avenues should this lead to more effective discussions in
addressing material concerns with an investee company. We question management on financial and nonfinancial matters and while opportunities for voting with fixed income instruments are limited, we
endeavour to apply the above course of action.

EQUITY
Throughout 2021, we engaged with many of our investee companies. While we participated in over 150
meetings during the year, we have recorded a subset of prominent engagements below, 34 meetings, with
the topic discussed upon engagement, the country of the stock listing and the fund type engaged in these
discussions, visually represented in the pie charts below.
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Source: Church House Investment Management
Data as at 31st Dec 2021
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We acknowledge that the majority of our engagements in 2021 were with London listed companies, as
access to UK senior management and non-executives of potential and existing investee companies is more
easily available to us than with other listed global companies (in our case, the USA, Europe and Japan). As a
result, we have been able to build strong relationships with many of these investee companies,
predominantly in the UK.
As investors primarily in the UK markets (88% of AUM, based on currencies), for both equity and bonds, we
feel this priority of engaging with UK listed companies to be reasonable. Nonetheless, we are always willing
and aiming to engage more across all of our global holdings.
We aim to apply strong stewardship across all of our holdings, regardless of asset class, although it is
notably easier to do so across our equity holdings, where we are also able to influence our investee
companies via the shareholder vote, something we are unable to do with our debt-related holdings.
Factors which influence our decision to engage with companies include the size of our holding across funds,
seeking further understanding or action on governance, environmental or social matters, new initiation
of a holding, or escalation of a recent or ongoing issue.
During 2021, topics of focus included governance (business strategy, remuneration and management),
climate change, the circular life cycle of a product, diversity of employees (in particular at senior
management and Board level) and culture. We have included a number of examples in our discussion with
management teams on these matters in the activities and outcomes section below.
We have comprised in-house proprietary ESG checks, split into the headings ‘Environmental’, ‘Social’ and
‘Governance’ matters.

ENVIRONMENTAL
We look to invest in companies which demonstrate a strong willingness and determination to carry out
positive ESG practices, and ultimately guide companies along the path to create a more sustainable and
environmentally friendly society. We understand that environmental concerns vary by company and, where
concern is high (i.e. energy), we assess the company’s long-term growth strategy and trajectory of change
towards sustainability. Factors which we may take into consideration include, but are not limited to, energy
efficiency, renewable energy, GHG emissions reductions, plan for net-zero, waste reduction, recycling,
water usage, plastic use, palm oil and climate change policies.

SOCIAL
We aim to invest in companies with employee diversity and equality, with an effective upholding of human
rights. Non-discriminatory, progressive policies with well-placed controls in employee health and safety,
tend to be reliable measures of company culture and social practices. Cyber security and data privacy also
remain key concerns and close attention is paid to controls in place to mitigate cyber-threats.
‘Red line’ companies are those in which we will not invest. These include businesses whose profit is made
from pay-day lending, pornography and civilian firearms/land mines. Other areas such as gambling are
viewed as morally questionable.
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GOVERNANCE
Engagement with investee companies, often via regular meetings and direct dialogue with management, is
core to our due diligence investment process, and helps us gain a holistic and sound understanding of a
company’s corporate governance, including their long-term strategy. We aim to promote sound corporate
governance in our investee companies, towards robust ESG and sustainability practices.
Assessing the corporate governance of a firm is important in determining the long-term sustainability,
incentives and culture of a company and facilitates us in evaluating which (potential) investments to enter,
hold or exit.
Under governance, factors considered include scrutiny of the Board, with close attention paid to the number
of directors, non-executive members, independence of the Chair, and the number of women on the Board.
For the audit committee we look at the independence of directors and relevant financial experience.

ESG MATERIALITY
We recognize that the materiality of ESG issues and opportunities vary by company and sector and these
issues are thus discussed accordingly. Ultimately, we view ESG as a positive risk mitigator, which promotes
investment in high quality businesses and has a positive effect on company fundamentals and the long-term
interests of shareholders. Our deep knowledge of each of our investee companies allows us to identify
relevant and material (potential) issues to put forward and discuss with management teams.
We do not necessarily view divestment as the most beneficial course of action. As responsible investors
and where possible, we aim to help drive a change to positive ESG integration via active engagement,
assuming the business fundamentals and pricing are still attractive. However, where there is a significant
and material ESG risk in an investee company, should we feel dissatisfied with the willingness of the
company to change tack and ameliorate the matter, we may divest.
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Activities & Outcomes
Below are examples of discussions with senior management teams on material ESG concerns for each
company, via one-to-one or group meetings.

Diversity:

Porvair engagement on diversity & reducing their CO2 footprint
One-to-one meeting with Ben Stocks (CEO) & Chris Tyler (FD)
Held in our CH UK Smaller Companies Fund

Porvair is a specialist filtration, laboratory and environmental technology group.
Objective: an aim of our meeting was to understand more about the diversity in this male-dominated sector
and their emissions reduction trajectory.
Discussion:
Diversity - As part of a traditionally male dominated industry, we asked how the company was actively
looking to appeal to more women. Female senior staff account for 31% of their employees, a metric the
company hope to build on over time, although they acknowledged it would be difficult to reach 50%. The
make-up of the Board is currently 40% female, with Jasi Halai and Sally Martin as members. To appeal to
more women, it was communicated to us that is more easily done in the laboratory than in metal melt, with
the difficulty in finding ceramic engineers in the US. In the UK and US, they were pleased to say it is getting
easier each year for mechanical engineers, especially at the graduate level.
Carbon footprint – Porvair published their first ESG report shortly before our meeting, acknowledging this
was their first formal report of its kind. While there is room for further development, together we agreed it
was an encouraging start. Reporting of Scope 1 and Scope 2 gross emissions are in tonnes of C02 and
intensity ratios. Scope 1 emissions are direct from operations - mainly natural gas from manufacturing
(especially gas powered furnaces in the US and fire ceramic filters) and fuel from company vehicles. Scope
2 emissions are indirect – generated by key suppliers, mainly electricity. The Group aims to reduce its total
intensity carbon footprint ratio over time and has set a goal to reduce carbon intensity by 10% between
2020 and 2025. This year the carbon intensity number has increased (CO2 per revenue), mainly due to lower
revenue as a result of Covid-19. This is understandable and we were happy that over 10 years the intensity
has decreased and should do over the next 5 years. Metal Melt is their most carbon-intensive division.
Outcome: We were pleased with the steps Porvair were taking to appeal to more women at Board level and
at the graduate level, and appreciate that progress here will not be immediate. We were happy with
Porvair’s new ESG report, and encouraged the transparency in their reporting. While in the short-term
targets have been affected by covid impacting revenues, we were satisfied with their long-term progress
and willingness to achieve their targets.
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Climate Change/ Net Zero plans:

CRODA engagement on transition away from fossil fuels, to net zero
One-to-one meeting with Jez Maiden (Group Finance Director)
Held in our CH UK Equity Growth Fund and CH Balance Equity Fund

Croda are a specialist chemicals company with Consumer Care and Life Sciences divisions.
Objective: Important goals for our meeting were to enhance our understanding of the recent Iberchem
acquisition, discuss the move to bio-based ingredients, the resulting implications, as well as Croda’s carbon
emissions and supply chain.
Discussion:
In November 2020, Croda acquired Iberchem, a flavours and fragrances company. This market has
traditionally been petro-chemical based for large multi-national companies. Croda, as a leader in naturally
sourced, sustainable ingredients, is able to transition Iberchem’s portfolio of raw materials from petrobased to bio-based – a key differentiator in the market. Croda have identified raw materials allowing for
transition early on in Iberchem’s integration process from 20:80 (i.e. 20% bio-based materials: 80% petrobased materials) to 50:50. Croda are currently 70% bio-based (versus the industry average of 9%) with a
strong heritage in sourcing ingredients from soy and rapeseed - well positioned to satisfy customer
requirements. The company’s target is to be 75% bio-based by 2030.
Cost of bio-based materials on margins – in the near-term this is broadly comparable, with Croda able to
sell at a similar price point to the petro-chemical alternative. The longer term aim would be to increase the
price of these bio-based materials, once the benefits to customers have been delivered.
Scope 3 emissions are most significant for Croda – the company are committed to climate net zero by 2050
with a 1.5 degree Science Based Target. Climate has been Croda’s biggest commitment for a number of
years, working diligently on tracking progress on interim targets for each ‘Climate, Land and People’. Focus
is on Croda’s top ten carbon emitting sites, which account for 90% of carbon emissions, and implementing
decarbonisation road maps.
Working with EcoVadis, which rate more than 20,000 companies, looking at the environment, ethics,
sustainable procurement practices, labour and human rights to monitor ESG compliance of the supply chain.
This is an area of continued focus for Croda.
Outcome: We found this to be a comprehensive meeting and were pleased with Croda’s progress,
something which was expressed to management. Croda’s commitment to sustainability, innovation and biobased materials allow them to be a positive contributor and strong partner of choice for their customers.
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Derwent London engagement on climate change/net zero
Group meeting with Paul Williams (CEO), Damian Wisniewski (CFO), Nigel George (Director)
Held in our CH UK Equity Growth Fund as equity and in our Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund as a convertible bond

Derwent London are a property and development business, listed in London.
Objective: Given the nature of the business, we were seeking further clarification of Derwent’s pathway to
net zero and how this would be implemented, firstly from the construction of the buildings and later in the
implications of tenant living (Scope 3).
Discussion: The actions set out to achieve net zero carbon and the balance of responsibility in reducing
emissions between the landlord and the tenant were discussed. Their first commitment is to continue to
repurpose and build green/net-zero carbon buildings. Alongside this, Scope 3 emissions remain important,
with Derwent working with tenants to reduce their carbon emissions. The company noted a marked change
in engagement with tenants who are interested in their own ESG data, we well as Derwent’s. The concept
of ‘smart buildings’ was discussed, where measurement of data allows one to explore why, for example,
one floor may be using twice the amount of electricity as another floor. Further to this, Derwent are using
their Scottish estate (5,000 acres) to offset emissions.
Outcome: As shareholders, we were encouraged by the ambitious action plan Derwent have put in place.

Culture:
Judges Scientific engagement on improving energy efficiency and culture
One-to-one meeting with David Cicurel (CEO) and Brad Ormsby (CFO)
Held in our CH UK Equity Growth Fund and CH UK Smaller Companies Fund

Judges Scientific are an AIM quoted company who acquire specialist scientific instrument businesses.
Objective: In this meeting we were seeking to understand and encourage the role Judges play in aiding the
transition to a more sustainable future, as well as the culture in the business.
Discussion:
Judges’ businesses are producing instruments to help researchers make better use of science, in turn,
creating products that are better for this world. One example of the positive sustainable impact one of
Judges’ businesses is having can be seen in Cool LED, which design and manufacture LED illumination
systems for clinicians and scientific researchers. Cool LED are replacing mercury lamps in microscopes with
a new, more environmentally friendly, lamp. Previously, mercury lamps on for a long period of time would
degrade samples quickly and give off toxic waste. Less light is needed with this new lamp, resulting in the
sample lasting longer, as well as lower energy consumption. This improved more stable, safe and energy
efficient environmental solution has resulted in less mercury lamps needing replacing/disposal.
Across the business, Judges are looking to reduce energy consumption. As an exporter, discussion was on
the large amount of packaging needed and the potential to use recyclable materials.
Furthermore, strong emphasis was placed on culture – behaving responsibly and treating people with
respect. Judges do not rotate Non-Execs often, with discussion on how some companies vote against the
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re-election of Directors purely because nine years have passed. Judges were pleased to hear we do the
voting ourselves, where decisions are made as a team, and on a case-by-case basis. In contrast, it was
communicated to us that many shareholders of Judges sub-contract their votes to an ‘independent voting
process’, where the fund managers do not have the ability to alter these votes. Judges’ Share incentive
programme has encouraged 40% of staff to become shareholders. In addition to this, Judges are working on
the collection of retention data.
Outcome: We were content with the improving sustainability credentials in the underlying business – we
will continue to monitor progress here. We look forward to hearing how their packaging solutions change
towards more environmentally friendly options and are satisfied with the culture at the company. We aim
to meet with management half-yearly and continue to pursue this agenda.

Governance:
Example of a company where we did not participate in the IPO on governance grounds includes an
information technology company where a detrimental legacy association of an adviser to the Company was
poorly communicated. This raised governance red flags, with the risk the Company could be embroiled into
the charges and civil suits against said adviser. The integrity and sound governance of a company is a
fundamental factor we look for in prospective investments, something which appeared to be lacking in this
particular company. After several discussions with the investment team in our regular investment team
meetings, it was clear any potential investment in this company would not meet our criteria.
Example of a company we have divested from on governance grounds includes an intellectual property
song management company. Concerns in the company’s business structure and remuneration had been
ongoing, raised at our investment committee meetings. We had been keeping a close eye on the governance
structure and interlink between the investment adviser to the company, the Advisory Board and the
company. We were not sure that the company was being run in the best interests of its shareholders.
Furthermore, we believed the relationship between the company and the advisory firm was uncomfortable,
with shareholder's best interests not being the priority. Further to this, we were not happy with the fund’s
valuation methodologies. After discussions amongst our investment team, we sold our position in the
summer of 2021.

CREDIT
In relation to applying ESG to credit, we have always acted in the long-term and best interest of our clients,
placing particular emphasis on corporate governance. In advance of taking-up an issue in a bond, the
company as a whole is evaluated, with careful consideration paid to the sustainability of the business model.
Consideration of ESG factors allows us to holistically assess the risk associated with these debt instruments.
When evaluating a bond, close attention is paid to the risks of various lending structures (senior
secured/unsecured subordinated/lower tier) – we primarily invest in investment grade bonds. The bond’s
duration and maturity, and the length of time it is intended to be held, is closely deliberated. Potential
changes to the strength of a company’s balance sheet resulting from ESG or financial related issues are
assessed, with particular attention paid to any effect on price and volatility. Further to this, our portfolios
are highly diversified in order to mitigate specific risk.
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The disposition and rating split of our Investment Grade Fixed Interest Fund as at 31 December 2021 can be
seen below – all holdings are investment grade:

We keep up to date with movements in credit markets, paying close attention to sector themes, alongside
maintaining close and regular contact with credit analysts who alert us to any areas of concern. Regular
attendance of roadshows and engagement with issuers is an important feature in our investment process.
With new issues, the fixed income team participate in the accompanying presentation, usually with the
CFO/Treasurer. This is either in person or online via the netroadshow meeting, usually as a one-to-one or
group meeting.
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Unlike equities, the nature of fixed income and green/social/sustainable bonds differ in that there is a
defined structure and framework accompanying these issues, with a detailed policy and documented
programme. For this reason, engagement with management teams tends to be lower than for equities.

Green bonds:
Funds we manage, which hold fixed income, include our Investment Grade Fixed Interest Fund (CHIG),
Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund (Tenax) and Balanced Equity Fund (CHBE). In our Investment Grade
Fixed Interest Fund (CHIG), a focus has been on increasing our green bond allocation, with the allocation of
green bonds in CHIG accounting for around 7% of the portfolio. We regularly engage with issuers via
netroadshows and closely look at the Sustainable/Green Bond Framework before taking allocations in
issues.
Green bond issuance soared in 2021, far outpacing fossil-fuel bond issuance – marking it the first year since
the signing of the Paris Agreement in 2015 that this reversal has occurred, with this trend set to continue in
2022. We strongly support this and have participated in a number of green, social, sustainable and
sustainable-linked bonds throughout 2021. We view these as a good way to drive positive ESG practices and
hold companies accountable in the use of the proceeds raised. If an issuer fails to deliver on their goals set,
these companies will be held to account by bond holders, which will also deter investors from taking part in
any further issuance. Coupon step-ups, should companies fail to keep to their ESG targets, are also a valued
deterrent against any negligence in adhering to these promises.
Before taking part in an ESG bond issuance, we continue our investment process of bottom-up research to
closely examine an issuer’s financials, as well as, specifically for green bonds, their Green Bond Framework,
which includes the proposed use of proceeds, projects and second party verification. Before purchasing a
bond, we are strict in our pricing criteria and aim to not overpay for a bond.
Examples of green bonds purchased in 2021 and use of proceeds in accordance to their Frameworks & net
road shows:
The red format signals the bond has been sold by 31 Dec 2021, while the green format signals the bond remains held by 31
Dec 2021

Date
purchased
2021 13/01/2021
Year

(later sold)

CH
Fund

Company

Coupon Currency Amount

Maturity

CHIG

Motability Operations
Group Social Bond

1.500%

20/01/2041

GBP

3.6MM

Use of proceeds:
• Inaugural 20-year Social Bond from the not-for-profit institution, their first social bond under a defined
framework. Proceeds are contributing to SDG 10 of Reduced Inequalities with the target population being
those with disabilities, as well as focus on delivering ‘clear social benefits’. Providing customers with true
independence via affordable, worry-free mobility. This allows for participation in family life and provides
access to education and employment opportunities that would otherwise not be possible.
• Mobility to report annually on allocation and impact reporting on the expected social impacts of the eligible
social projects
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2021 20/01/2021
(later sold)

CHIG

Aster Treasury
Sustainable Bond

1.405%

GBP

1.8MM

01/01/2027

Use of proceeds:
• SDG 9 & 11 (Industry, Innovation & Infrastructure, and Sustainable Cities & Communities)
• Eligible categories and criteria are for UK based Affordable Housing and Green Buildings (construction and
refurbishment projects), targeting populations with low incomes, receiving state benefits and shared
ownership eligibility. Aim is to increase the number of affordable homes available for target populations and
reduce C02 emissions.

2021 21/01/2021
(later sold)

CHIG

United Utilities
Sustainable Bond

0.875%

GBP

1.5MM

28/10/2029

Use of proceeds:
• The company’s first sustainable bond issue, with proceeds towards sustainable infrastructure for water
and wastewater management, lowering carbon emissions, and supporting customers who are struggling to
pay their bills.

2021 21/01/2021

Tenax

United Utilities
Sustainable Bond

0.875%

GBP

1.8MM

28/10/2029

Use of proceeds:
• The company’s first sustainable bond issue, with proceeds towards sustainable infrastructure for water
and wastewater management, lowering carbon emissions, and supporting customers who are struggling to
pay their bills.

2021 03/02/2021

CHIG

Whitbread Green
Bond

2.375%

GBP

3MM

31/05/2027

Use of proceeds:
• Proceeds used to finance or re-finance Eligible Green Projects: Green Buildings (to BREEAM ‘very good’+,
LEED ‘Platinum’+ or EPB B or above standards), Energy Efficiency (including installation of heat pumps), Clean
Transportation (installation and running of EV charge points & investment in electric only vehicles, reducing
waste to landfill through recycling, renewable energy across the estate in the UK & Germany) and
Sustainable Procurement (sustainable timber, cotton and fish to protect aquatic biodiversity).
• Monitor use of proceeds and report on impact annually.
2021 03/02/2021

CHIG

Whitbread Green
Bond

3.000%

GBP

3MM

31/05/2031

Use of proceeds:
• Proceeds used to finance or re-finance Eligible Green Projects: Green Buildings (to BREEAM ‘very good’+,
LEED ‘Platinum’+ or EPB B or above standards), Energy Efficiency (including installation of heat pumps), Clean
Transportation (installation and running of EV charge points & investment in electric only vehicles, reducing
waste to landfill through recycling, renewable energy across the estate in the UK & Germany) and
Sustainable Procurement (sustainable timber, cotton and fish to protect aquatic biodiversity).
• Monitor use of proceeds and report on impact annually.
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2021 04/03/2021

CHIG

Workspace Green
Bond

2.250%

GBP

3MM

11/03/2028

Use of proceeds:
• New green issue with proceeds towards eligible green projects, as outlined in their Green Finance
Framework, including green buildings, eco-efficient/circular economy adapted products, production
technologies and processes, renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean transportation, pollution prevention
and control and sustainable water management. The most significant is financing or re-financing ‘Green
Projects’, with the BREEAM excellent target. Example case study ‘Brickfields’ – re-built for requirements of
modern
businesses
today.
• Green Finance committee responsible for upholding framework and selecting eligible projects with annual
progress reported.
2021 04/03/2021

Tenax

Workspace Green
Bond

2.250%

GBP

3.5MM

11/03/2028

Use of proceeds:
• New green issue with proceeds towards eligible green projects, as outlined in their Green Finance
Framework, including green buildings, eco-efficient/circular economy adapted products, production
technologies and processes, renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean transportation, pollution prevention
and control and sustainable water management. The most significant is financing or re-financing ‘Green
Projects’, with the BREEAM excellent target. Example case study ‘Brickfields’ – re-built for requirements of
modern
businesses
today.
• Green Finance committee responsible for upholding framework and selecting eligible projects with annual
progress reported.

2021 24/06/2021

Tenax

Anglian Sustainable
Linked Bond

2.000%

GBP

2.3MM

31/07/2028

Use of proceeds:
• Anglian Water (Osprey) – GBP 7yr Sustainability-Linked Bond
• Step-Up Event - rate of interest will be increased by step up margin 12.5bps per KPI, if either KPI target not
met:
o KPI 1 & SPT 1a (Sustainability Performance Target): Reduce Net Operational Carbon Emissions by 30 per
cent by 31 March 2025 from the 2018/2019 baseline (expressed in tonnes of C02 equivalent)
• SPT 1b – Net zero on Net Operational Carbon emissions by 2030 from 2018/19 baseline.
• Action plan involves reducing/avoiding GHG emissions, use of renewable energy and green electricity.
• In calculating annual GHG emissions, raw data for fossil fuels, treated sludge, etc. is collected from around
the business and entered into the UKWIR (UK Water Industry Research) Carbon Accounting Workbook. Data
is then compiled within the Carbon Accounting Workbook to provide scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
o KPI 2 & SPT 2a: Reduce Capital Carbon Emissions by 65 per cent by 31 March 2025 from the 2010 baseline
(expressed in % of emissions avoided in tonnes of C02 equivalent). This is carbon footprint as a result of the
construction projects Anglian Water undertake (extractions, transportation and processing of raw
materials).
• SPT 2b – 70% of carbon emissions avoided by 2030 from 2010 baseline.
• Action plan: verified process in place to manage carbon in infrastructure
• Annual communication on KPI & SPT (info & reporting) & performance against target externally verified by
independent third party
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2021 04/08/2021

CHIG

Berkeley Group Green
Bond

2.500%

GBP

2.5MM

11/08/2031

Use of proceeds:
• As a home builder, Eligible Green Assets will be Green Buildings, covering all of the development costs
associated with delivering private and affordable homes which are EPC A or B rated and delivered on
brownfield land (transforming neglected brownfield land into flourishing, well-connected, nature rich, low
carbon neighbourhoods and communities).
• The environmental objective is climate change mitigation and biodiversity conservation.
• The Green Finance Committee will be chaired by the CFO and meet semi-annually to review and approve
Eligible Green Assets.
Berkeley was the first homebuilder to launch a climate change policy back in 2007, and reduced the carbon
impacts of its direct operations by more than 70% between 2016 and 2019, through investing in more
efficient operations and procuring 100% renewable electricity.
Berkeley has now adopted 1.5°C aligned science-based targets for reducing the full scope of greenhouse gas
emissions connected to our company. This puts Berkeley on course to be a net zero business by 2040.

2021 04/08/2021

Tenax

Berkeley Group Green
Bond

2.500%

GBP

2MM

11/08/2031

Use of proceeds:
• As a home builder, Eligible Green Assets will be Green Buildings, covering all of the development costs
associated with delivering private and affordable homes which are EPC A or B rated and delivered on
brownfield land (transforming neglected brownfield land into flourishing, well-connected, nature rich, low
carbon neighbourhoods and communities).
• The environmental objective is climate change mitigation and biodiversity conservation.
• The Green Finance Committee will be chaired by the CFO and meet semi-annually to review and approve
Eligible Green Assets.
Berkeley was the first homebuilder to launch a climate change policy back in 2007, and reduced the carbon
impacts of its direct operations by more than 70% between 2016 and 2019, through investing in more
efficient operations and procuring 100% renewable electricity.
Berkeley has now adopted 1.5°C aligned science-based targets for reducing the full scope of greenhouse gas
emissions connected to our company. This puts Berkeley on course to be a net zero business by 2040.
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2021 27/10/2021

CHIG

Tesco Sustainability
Linked Bond

1.875%

GBP

2MM

02/11/2028

Use of proceeds:
The 400m GBP bond, which was heavily over-subscribed, will be used as set out in their Sustainability Linked
Bond (SLB) Framework. Under its Sustainability-Linked Bond Framework, the financial structure of the SLB is
tied to the achievement of their Sustainability Performance Target 1 (SPT): Reduce the Group GHG Emissions
by 60% by 2025 with respect to 2015 baseline.
Tesco will focus on Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the purposes of this Framework as it represents the majority
of their GHG emissions and is in Tesco’s direct control. Tesco’s Scope 1 and 2 emissions account for
approximately two thirds of total emissions from the Group’s own operations.
To achieve the set carbon reduction targets in its sustainability strategy:
- Tesco has committed to sourcing 100% of the Group’s electricity needs from renewable sources by 2030
and reducing its transport emissions through the use of alternate fuels, route optimization, the installation
of electric vehicle charging points, and engagement with major suppliers to encourage them to reduce their
emissions.
Strategy to achieve the SPTs:
- Prioritising the sources which contribute the largest share: grid electricity made up the majority of such
emissions, followed by refrigerant gases, heating, and distribution. As a result, Tesco’s efforts to procure
renewable energy via power purchasing agreements (PPAs) will play an important part in its overall strategy
to achieve its SPTs. This is alongside Tesco’s reduction in electricity demand through efficiency at its facilities
and engaging with partners to achieve savings. Tesco accounts for 1% of electricity demand in the UK and
online delivery capacity has reached 1.5m slots per week in the UK.
There is a step-up margin of 37.5bps p.a. if GHG Scope 1 Emissions and GHG Scope 2 Emissions as of
FY2025/26 are reduced by less than 60% in comparison to FY2015/16 baseline.
Approved by Sustainalytics – Second Party Opinion – where Sustainalytics considers the ‘SPTs to be
ambitious and impactful’
Tesco Sustainability
2021 27/10/2021
Tenax
1.875% GBP
3MM
02/11/2028
Linked Bond
Use of proceeds:
The 400m GBP bond, which was heavily over-subscribed, will be used as set out in their Sustainability Linked
Bond (SLB) Framework. Under its Sustainability-Linked Bond Framework, the financial structure of the SLB is
tied to the achievement of their Sustainability Performance Target 1 (SPT): Reduce the Group GHG Emissions
by 60% by 2025 with respect to 2015 baseline.
Tesco will focus on Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the purposes of this Framework as it represents the majority
of their GHG emissions and is in Tesco’s direct control. Tesco’s Scope 1 and 2 emissions account for
approximately two thirds of total emissions from the Group’s own operations.
To achieve the set carbon reduction targets in its sustainability strategy:
- Tesco has committed to sourcing 100% of the Group’s electricity needs from renewable sources by 2030
and reducing its transport emissions through the use of alternate fuels, route optimization, the installation
of electric vehicle charging points, and engagement with major suppliers to encourage them to reduce their
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emissions.
Strategy to achieve the SPTs:
- Prioritising the sources which contribute the largest share: grid electricity made up the majority of such
emissions, followed by refrigerant gases, heating, and distribution. As a result, Tesco’s efforts to procure
renewable energy via power purchasing agreements (PPAs) will play an important part in its overall strategy
to achieve its SPTs. This is alongside Tesco’s reduction in electricity demand through efficiency at its facilities
and engaging with partners to achieve savings. Tesco accounts for 1% of electricity demand in the UK and
online delivery capacity has reached 1.5m slots per week in the UK.
There is a step-up margin of 37.5bps p.a. if GHG Scope 1 Emissions and GHG Scope 2 Emissions as of
FY2025/26 are reduced by less than 60% in comparison to FY2015/16 baseline.
Approved by Sustainalytics – Second Party Opinion – where Sustainalytics considers the ‘SPTs to be
ambitious and impactful’
2021 03/11/2021

CHIG

Natwest Senior
Green Bond

2.057%

GBP

2MM

09/11/2028

Use of proceeds:
NatWest Group is supporting its residential mortgage customers to increase their residential energy
efficiency with an ambition that 50% of their mortgage portfolio is at, or above an Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) rating of C or equivalent by 2030. Since October 2020 Natwest have introduced new Green
Mortgage products offering lower interest rates for customers purchasing and re mortgaging more energy
efficient homes with an EPC rating of A or B, rewarding them for playing their part in helping to drive the UK
transition to a net zero economy.
The Eligible portfolio focuses on:
SDGs
- 7. Affordable and Clean Energy
- 13. Climate Action
& Energy Efficiency, via Green Mortgages (or if unavailable, high EPC A or B) for new and existing domestic
properties.
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2021 03/11/2021

Tenax

Natwest Senior
Green Bond

2.057%

GBP

2MM

09/11/2028

Use of proceeds:
NatWest Group is supporting its residential mortgage customers to increase their residential energy
efficiency with an ambition that 50% of their mortgage portfolio is at, or above an Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) rating of C or equivalent by 2030. Since October 2020 Natwest have introduced new Green
Mortgage products offering lower interest rates for customers purchasing and re mortgaging more energy
efficient homes with an EPC rating of A or B, rewarding them for playing their part in helping to drive the UK
transition to a net zero economy.
The Eligible portfolio focuses on:
SDGs
- 7. Affordable and Clean Energy
- 13. Climate Action
& Energy Efficiency, via Green Mortgages (or if unavailable, high EPC A or B) for new and existing domestic
properties.
2021 10/11/2021
Tenax
Derwent Green Bond 1.875% GBP
4.75MM 17/11/2031
Use of proceeds:
Attended Net Road Show with Damian Wisniewski (CFO), Nigel George (Director) and John Davies (Head of
Sustainability). Leading London-focused office REIT with £5.4bn portfolio (91% offices, 9% retail and
hospitality), predominantly in the West End.
First of peers to set out net-zero pathway in July 2020. Existing and future major development projects to
be net zero carbon, using lower carbon materials and construction methods, recycling of materials and use
of verified carbon offsetting schemes. In operations, all electricity supplies are on renewable tariffs,
retrofitting all electric boilers across the portfolio, and building specific energy targets in line with a 1.5
degree
climate
scenario
(2030).
Use of proceeds from this Green Bond will be towards Eligible Green Projects as set out in their Green
Finance Framework, with highlighted current capex requirements of £150-200m p.a.
o £5-10m p.a. to spend on retro-fitting greenness on older buildings, on top of £400m of committed future
capex on projects such as Soho Place, The Featherstone Building and 19-35 Baker Street.
Eligible projects include:
• Green buildings – new developments or major refurbishments subject to BREAAM Excellent/LEED Gold
rating. Refurbishment of commercial and residential buildings and spaces, which may result in a measurable
improvement in the EPC rating of the existing building.
• Renewable energy – projects such as investment, installation and deployment of on-site renewable energy
generation sources e.g. solar and wind. As well as offsite renewable energy generation e.g. wind, biogas and
geothermal.
• Energy Efficiency – improvements of at least 20% in the energy efficiency of the building or space.
• Pollution prevention and control – installation of waste facilities to allow for higher levels of recycling and
recovery.
• Clean transportation – improve accessibility to clean transport (bicycle racks).
• Sustainable water & wastewater management, such as leak detection systems and low flow taps.
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INVESTMENT TRUSTS
Investment trusts allow us to gain exposure to specific areas, in which we feel external management teams
with specialist expertise would best serve our clients. Below is an example of an investment trust in which
we are shareholders, notably supporting the UK’s transition to net zero by 2050, with actionable projects
assisting in this pathway a more sustainable future.
Harmony Energy Income Trust
Video call with CEO Peter Kavanagh, James Ritchie (Board Director) and Paul Mason (CIO)
Took part in the trust IPO in November 2021 - held in our Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund

Harmony Energy Income Trust invests in commercial scale energy storage and renewable energy
generation projects, with an initial focus on a diversified portfolio of battery energy storage systems in the
UK. Harmony have the largest energy storage pipeline in the UK with their tech differentiator being their
Tesla mega-pack solution and benefitting from a team with extensive experience in renewables and battery
storage.
Use of batteries is to provide Grid security by balancing the acquisition of supply and demand of
renewables. The idea is to buy energy when it is cheap, and use it when needed (with the aim to avoid use
of fossil fuels, such a coal). When there is insufficient energy generated from renewables, it is a huge cost
to restart the fossil fuel energy. Further, diesel back-up generators are not used.
Harmony Energy are using two-hour duration batteries using Tesla’s build & repeat model. Tesla batteries
have higher power output in a smaller space, allowing for two hours of duration with 33% more output
versus the 1.5 hour batteries on the market. Higher duration allows for more time to buy energy and sell
this on (enhanced ability to capture peak demand & high volumes).
Harmony has already secured the supply of these batteries for the fund, amidst a difficult market due to
current high demand. These are eighteen month contracts with Tesla, which give a fifteen year warranty.
Currently 92% of lithium ion batteries can then be recycled.
A further risk is Grid connection opportunities, which are becoming scarcer. However, these have already
been established by Harmony.
Sourcing of supply chain – there is a strong audit on this, with regards to lithium cells and recycling. Tesla
are strong for ESG reporting.
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ESG INTEGRATION
The integration of ESG into our investment team allows for in-depth discussions of material ESG risks in our
UK and global investee companies, or potential companies in which we may invest. Should material risks
come to light, these are brought forward in our daily investment team discussions, and further reviewed at
our monthly Investment Committee meetings. Often, we will engage with investee companies to better
understand their views on ESG, the material risks and concerns, and how they plan to address these.
Discussions may be via one-to-one meetings with management teams or Investor Relations directors,
and/or group meetings and conferences.
Key for us is the engagement on these matters – as long-term shareholders, regular company meetings with
management teams and independent non-executive directors allow us to form strong relationships and an
open forum for discussion. We hope in this way, both our understanding of the company and its trajectory
is improved, and our support, concerns and guidance openly received. We hope to positively influence our
investee companies in terms of their internal policies and practices, corporate governance, culture and
environmental and societal impact.
RULE OF LAW – GEOGRAPHY / MARKET LISTING
We only wish to invest in countries/jurisdictions where the rule of law persists, there is a free and liquid
marketplace and unrestricted currency convertibility. Companies being considered for investment must be
incorporated in one of these countries and their shares/stock must be listed on the exchange(s) of one of
them. Essentially these are the recognised Developed Markets (which should exclude any countries on the
UN Sanctions List).
THIRD PARTY SERVICE PROVIDERS AND BROKER RESEARCH
We use various third party service providers and sell-side brokers for research on company stocks, industry
analysis, macro events and ESG analysis. We monitor the quality of this research and brokers throughout
the year, and if there are any issues with our current providers, or we believe it necessary to increase our
research provision/on-board another broker, this will be discussed and addressed in our Investment
Committee. This may involve increasing the breath and scope of an existing contract, cancelling the contract
or on-boarding a new provider/broker to supplement our existing research capabilities. Evidence of this
came about in 2020, where we on-boarded Berenberg research for further coverage on UK equity stocks
and macro research.
As a firm, we follow a bottom-up investment approach, focusing on high quality holdings in both our equity
and credit funds. Where third party ESG and broker research is lacking sufficient detail/understanding, we
aim to engage with specialist analysts or senior management teams in order to improve our understanding,
discuss, and if possible, guide the company in their development of ESG practices. We do not solely rely on
third party investment research, and, as a small team we have ongoing daily discussions of our holdings with
our experienced fund managers. In our Investment Committee meetings, we have in-depth discussions with
our Chair, the CEO & Joint-CIO, Joint-CIO, Fund Managers and broader investment team on changes within
the funds, positioning as a result of market events and ESG considerations.
To date, we have not had an occasion where we have needed to provide our service providers with actionable
criteria to support ESG and integration of stewardship, as we believe this is being actioned and progressing well
among the many research brokers we use.
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Verification of our satisfaction with the ESG process and integration of one of our
broker/research firms:
In order to further verify this, we attended a call with the Global Head of ESG at one of our research brokers,
Jefferies, where the establishment of a new ESG Research project was being undertaken. In this, focus was
on sector analysts explicitly integrating material ESG factors into their understanding of businesses, given
their perspectives on material issues arising as a result of ESG considerations and how this impacts
financials among other potential scenarios. Emphasis was not on using crude ratings or a scoring approach,
instead using human capital and sector analysts. Further, regulatory research, with the understanding of
big debates and the investment implications on firms was highlighted. Use of both qualitative and
quantitative data is essential, along with access to corporate and thematic experts, including nontraditional sources such as Professors who are experts in the risks of climate change and the social costs of
carbon and carbon pricing.
The adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals with many companies increasingly using this
framework was also discussed, with both benefits and issues at both the country and company level
highlighted. It is not enough to say that if a company is getting revenue from one of the SDGs goals, then
they are SDG aligned, alignment to broader sustainable development, such as treatment of employees and
customers throughout the supply chain, production processes with respect to the environment, and
relations with governments are important.
After this call we were content with the approach Jefferies were implementing in their integration of ESG
research, which we have benefited from in 2021.

We have complied with third-party service providers in supporting their integration of stewardship and ESG,
such as supplying our Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) with relevant reports and documents on our ESG
and Stewardship processes so that they are able to better understand the approach we take at Church
House.
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8. MONITORING OF ACCOUNT MANAGERS AND /OR SERVICE PROVIDERS
MONITORING OF ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Activity
The monitoring of the account managers (fund managers at Church House) is a layered process. Initially, it
is a responsibility of the two joint CIOs to monitor the actions of the fund managers, which they do on a
daily basis. We have enhanced this by ensuring that the investment team sit together on the same bank of
desks, both equity and credit teams, where a collegiate approach can help and ameliorate trading processes
and idea generation. With the on-set of remote working due to Covid-19, the teams retain communication
by daily Microsoft Teams and Zoom calls at the start and often close of the day. However, since lockdown
has ended, the fund management team tend to work from the office Monday to Friday.
Additionally, the CIOs and fund managers report to the Investment Committee each month, detailed reports
are drawn-up prior to these meetings for each of the funds with a separate review as to limits and
compliance by the Compliance Officer. Performance data as to returns and volatility of those returns for
each fund and level of risk is also provided and escalated to the Board.
In 2021 we hired an Operational Assurance Manager to give the business greater oversight in this function
as the firm increased in size. The Operational Assurance Manager covers three essential areas critical to the
efficient and compliant functioning of the funds: Legal & Technical, Monitoring & Risk Reporting, and
Oversight & Due Diligence. This ensures the funds are fully compliant, e.g. meeting prospectus restrictions
such as Investment Objectives & Policy, monitoring liquidity, charges, turnover and confirming that best
execution has been demonstrated.

Outcome
The performance of our individual funds was satisfactory over the course of 2021, which was, at times, a
difficult year in investment markets, especially with the post-Covid bounce. The risk level performance of
our client portfolios and volatility of each of the levels was also satisfactory, as set out in the first section of
this report. We have made no changes to the managers and mix of managers of our funds over the course
of 2021, however we have hired a new fund analyst on the credit side of the business who will join the team
on the 1st January 2022.
Our funds have remained compliant throughout the year. Where we may have edged closer to some of the
limits, the Operational Assurance Manager has highlighted these to the Investment Committee and then
monitored to make sure that they have been addressed.

MONITORING OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
Activity
As a firm, we do have service providers which provide us with research, specifically with regard to ESG
matters. An example of this can be seen in Principle 7 with Jefferies’ new ESG research project and the
research we benefited from in 2021. We gather information from a variety of sources, notably Bloomberg
and audited company reports and the companies themselves. We do not utilise service providers in the
management of our funds. While we perform ESG and fund management functions in-house, we take
extensive economic, sector and stock specific and ESG research from a wide range of banks and brokers,
e.g., Barclays, Lloyds, Jefferies, JPMorgan, Berenberg. All such bank and broking connections are subject to
regular review by the Investment Committee.
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We have further incorporated our ESG resources, especially via Bloomberg, where we now have their ESG
metrics aligned into our day-to-day management of the funds. This is something we will further explore over
the near-future.
As a discretionary investment management company, we believe it is important that the fund managers
arrive at their own decision in terms of voting, so unlike the majority of our peer group, we do not outsource
to voting advisers. The creation of the Voting and Engagement Committee (please see Principle 12) carries
out our voting and engagement function.
Likewise for engagement with companies, we believe that the best form of engagement is direct with
management of companies, rather than outsourcing. We recognise that sector specialist research analysts
at the major houses are an important source of additional information to inform our processes. We aim for
every meeting we have with management to discuss ESG and stewardship matters, and in many cases, we
will have meetings with management that are solely ESG based.
Reviewing and monitoring is an integral part of the businesses counterparty on-boarding process. Church House
has a specific Risk Committee which reviews, monitors and escalates third party relationships and transactions
with the firm. It is chaired by the Non-exec Chair and comprises of five members as stated below:

Risk Committee
Non-Exec
Chair
Managing Director Finance

Compliance

Non-Exec Director

Since 2020, we have added our Finance function to the Risk Committee to give us further insights (from a financial
perspective) into these relationships with service partners.

Outcome
We decided to make our process for voting at company meetings more formal for 2021 as we felt that there
was a risk of missing some voting deadlines. We now have a voting group (the Voting and Engagement
Committee) consisting of six members: at least two fund managers, an analyst and one of our joint CIOs.
This Committee meets once each week to review all forthcoming meetings/votes. We consider that this will
lead to a more consistent and sustainable process in voting. Please see Principle 12 for more in-depth
analysis on our new voting and engagement committee.
In 2020, we appointed Berenberg as a new research provider (paid for research), they provide excellent
coverage on a broad range of UK companies along with UK and European economic research. We have kept
the same research providers as in 2020 over 2021.
We commenced a review of Authorised Corporate Directors for our funds after identifying several failings
over the course of the previous year. We have engaged in a thorough process and consultation period with
the incumbent and prospective ACDs, if we decide to change ACD we will announce this in 2022.
During the course of 2020 we appointed Multrees as our delegated custodian and administration platform.
The transfer was smooth and swift, and we have seen the benefits of the move starting to bear fruit.
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ENGAGEMENT

9. ENGAGEMENT WITH ISSUERS TO MAINTAIN/ENHANCE THE VALUE OF ASSETS
Church House is an investment manager focused on the management of discretionary investment portfolios
for private individuals, principally via our range of authorised funds, which are all UCITS funds. Within these
funds, the split of investments is approximately two-thirds in fixed interest investments and one-third in
equity investments. Over the totality of our clients’ investment portfolios the split is closer to 60% fixed
interest to 40% equity. Further details of this, and the split in AUM (43% Retail, 57% Institutional), the
Geographic split of clients by AUM (95% UK clients, 5% Rest of World) and the Geographic split of
Investments, by currency (88% UK, c. 6% USA, c. 3% EU, c. 1% Switzerland, c. 2% Other including Sweden &
Denmark, and c. 0.5% Japan) can be found in Principle 6.

Differing asset classes
Across the fixed interest investments, greater than 95% are investment grade issues. Equity Investments are
principally UK listed, with a bias towards FTSE 350 companies. When investing overseas, direct equity
investments are limited to developed markets, we also utilise some specialist international investment
trusts in client portfolios. We do not invest in unlisted securities.
CREDIT
The majority of new fixed interest investments are undertaken at issue, we only consider those that are
rated as investment grade by one of the rating agencies. Each issue is accompanied by detailed research
and is discussed with the issuing bank(s) where we aim to influence the pricing and terms. As the issuance
of ‘green bonds’ has gathered pace we have gradually increased the proportion of our holdings in these
instruments.

Fixed Interest – Methods of Engagement
Across our fixed interest funds, voting and engagement is more limited, given the nature of the asset class.
However, we regularly engage with issuers via netroadshows and closely look at the Sustainable/Green
Bond Frameworks before taking allocations in green issues. We keep up to date with movements in credit
markets, paying close attention to sector themes, alongside maintaining close and regular contact with
credit analysts who alert us to any areas of concern.
While all fixed income issues in which we invest are predominantly investment grade and sterling, the issues
themselves are either from UK companies, or foreign companies. However, we only invest in developed countries
who abide by the ‘Rule of Law’ mentioned previously.

Fixed Interest Funds
As the sterling corporate market returned to normality in 2021, issuance picked up dramatically. We
participated in twenty-nine new issues, eleven of which were green/sustainable. By way of example, one of
these issues was a green bond for Derwent London, which we purchased in November 2021 for our Tenax
Absolute Strategies Fund. As holders of the equity and the convertible bond, it was a company with which
we were already familiar. After participating in the netroadshow, where they announced an attractive
coupon of 1.875%, we decided investment would be suitable. Mutual holdings across our equity and fixed
interest desks promote insightful discussions among our fund managers, an example of our holistic
approach to investment. An example where we did not invest includes a floating rate issue from Bank of
China. While the credit rating and maturity credentials were attractive, we refrained from investing due to
China’s poor human rights record.
Further examples of engagements via netroadshows, and details of eligible projects under their frameworks,
for green, social, sustainable and sustainably-linked bonds can be found in Principle 7.
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EQUITY
Each of the equity funds have their own investment policy but there are overall sector preferences that we
apply across the board. For example, we have run an under-weight exposure to oil & gas producers and
tobacco companies for a number of years, increasingly finding that their engagement with ESG matters (and
consequently too, the investment case) was poor. Over the course of 2020 we reduced this to zero exposure.

Equity – Methods of Engagement
Where we find companies that meet our quality criteria we seek to engage directly. We do not invest in
companies that engage in peer-to-peer lending, pornography, gambling and contentious firearms
manufacturers such as cluster bombs, land mines or weapons for personal use. Similarly, holdings in the
mining sector, in which we could find few companies that met our tolerances for governance, jurisdiction
and behaviour has vastly reduced.
During 2021 the investment team have held over 150 meetings with senior management, IR or nonexecutive directors of existing or potential investee companies, including ESG specific meetings and
meetings with fund managers of Investment Trusts. This took the form of either one-to-one meetings, group
meetings, webinars, conferences or site visits. On each occasion, we hope to raise material ESG matters and
enhance our understanding of the company’s business strategy.
In Principle 7, we have explained further how engagement has differed between our funds, asset classes and
geographies.

Engagement priorities
Factors which influence our decision to engage with companies include the size of our holding across funds,
seeking further understanding or action on governance, environmental or social matters, new initiation
of a holding, or escalation of a recent or ongoing issue.
UK investments
As a UK investment firm, where we primarily invest in UK equity and credit, we endeavour to form strong
long-standing relationships with the senior management and non-executive directors of these companies.
We believe this makes for a more conducive and effective discussion. As can be seen in Principle 7, the
majority of our engagements in 2021 have been with London listed companies. This is where we have more
ready access to management, and where we prioritise our engagement, given that 88% of our investments
are UK based (by currency). We often find management to be open and receptive to meetings with us, given
our strong long-standing relationships. This therefore limits the occasions in which escalation is necessary;
however, there are rare occasions where, if in the best interests of shareholders, we will take this route.
Large cap vs Small cap
With larger, more established UK and global companies, broker research and access to company
management is accessible to us. However, there are occasions, in particular with small market capitalisation
companies either in the UK or abroad, where our sole route to engagement is not available via a broker, but
instead by reaching out directly to the company.
Global equities
In certain geographic listings, in particular Japan, as well as with major global companies, engagement is
limited due to our reduced ability to access these management teams. Recognising our scale, we listen to
company presentations and utilise sector specialist analysts from major broking houses (Jefferies,
Berenberg, JPMorgan etc) to inform our view and question policies.
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Further to equity specific research, we participated in sector and country specific meetings, as well as
macro-economic outlook meetings, in order to better inform our investment decisions, and act in the best
interests of clients.

Equity Funds
Across our UK Equity Funds (UK Equity Growth, UK Smaller Companies, Balanced Equity Income),
engagement across our holdings is strong, where we have established strong relationships with
management teams. With regards to our Esk Global Equity Fund, as mentioned above, engagement is often
through our brokers due the global nature of the underlying holdings.

MULTI-ASSET CLASS

Multi-Asset Class Funds
By their nature, engagements across our multi-asset class funds consist of a mixture of the aforementioned
approaches taken in our Fixed Interest and Equity funds.
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Activities & Outcomes
Below please find Activities and Outcomes with issuers, always acting in the best long-term interests of our
clients.

Specialised protection and defence company engagement on governance
One-to-one meeting with Chair
Held in CH UK Smaller Companies Fund

This example is on a specialist engineering and manufacturing company for respiratory protection
equipment.
Objective: to discuss the trajectory of the business following recent management resignations, contract
delays and uncertainties, IR management of these issues and their plan in place to mitigate issues going
forward.
Discussion:
We wrote a letter to the Chair to arrange a one-to-one call, following a steep fall in the company’s share
price from its peak in November 2020. We discussed the retirement of the CFO, which were for ‘personal
reasons’ and the subsequent departure of the deputy CFO. Furthermore, profit warnings due to extended
lead times of these orders, alongside general uncertainty, were an important topic.
We were interested to know why the Chair had not purchased shares when first joining the company. In
response, it was communicated to us that there were many closed periods during this initial period, where
it was not possible to do so. However, shares were purchased as soon the ability to do so arose, as well as
on subsequent market dips. We were satisfied with this response.
When the Chair joined the company, it was involved in a major transformation, amongst acquisitions and
divestments. We discussed the teething problems in a smaller division of their business and the issues with
the approvals in this business, which if persistent would result in a loss in revenue. We were assured the
contracts and relationships remained. In addition, the engineering development process internally had
increased in efficiency, being in better shape compared to 18 months ago.
The Chair remained positive in the medium term for the business, with the basics remaining intact in terms
of the main division, as well as the introduction of new products. We were told focus was on working closely
with the customers and, if and when change needed to be made, these were managed well, with dealing
with customer expectations being key.
Whilst a UK based PLC, most key people in charge of relationships and technology are based in the US. Covid
had prevented the CEO and CFO from travelling and picking up on issues. The need to add more senior
management in the US was acknowledged, with a recent COO added to the team to be closer to the
operations in the US.
Furthermore, we conveyed to the Chair that the IR management was not handled in the best manner and
were pleased to hear that a new female IR Director has recently been appointed.
Ultimately, it was communicated to us that focus among management was to ensure current operations
deliver with the need for strengthening existing resources.
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Conclusion
After this meeting, we initially kept our position in the company with our understanding that management
had a grasp of the situation and a plan in place to reassure the markets and maintain current contracts.
However, the management of operations, relationships and retention of contracts were something we
would be keeping a close eye on. Unfortunately, the company subsequently announced a strategic review
of one of their divisions. We decided it would be in the best interests of our shareholders to exit our position
entirely, with capital better deployed elsewhere.

Softcat engagement on Culture and the Circular Economy
Group call with Graeme Watt (CEO) & Graham Charlton (CFO)
Held in CH UK Smaller Companies Fund

Softcat are an IT infrastructure provider for the corporate and public sector.
Objective: an aim in our meeting was to understand more about the culture of Softcat – we believe good
culture to be a fundamental factor in attracting and moreover, retaining quality talent. Furthermore, we
sought information on how the company were looking to improve their sustainability credentials, with
particular interest in the circular economy.
Discussion:
Culture – the CEO stressed the importance of company culture, and we appreciated that this was backed up
with believable evidence. Softcat’s value proposition is in their network and customer relationships – they
are selling the IP of other companies (e.g. Microsoft’s Office product) and so setting themselves apart with
culture is crucial. The company introduced mental health help for employees during COVID and have had
80 people participate so far. Softcat are ranked fifth in the UK by Glassdoor for the 2nd year in a row, with
12% year-on-year headcount growth. Furthermore, there is continued focus and further progress on
diversity and inclusion initiatives.
Sustainability and interaction with the IT recycling market – Softcat emphasised that sustainability was an
important part of business. Unfortunately, in the industry currently less than 1% of IT products are recycled.
Softcat are looking to build and provide an open-source tool and platform where people can provide data
and access their green/carbon credentials, comparing this to their future goals. This will build up advice and
knowledge of the marketplace. The company are looking at what happens to legacy hardware, to move
towards a ‘circular economy’ where IT distributers work with Softcat in partnership. In this way, there is
knowledge of what will happen to current devices, before upgrading. The idea is to either refurbish or
recycle devices/parts, or responsibly dispose of the devices that cannot be re-used. Softcat’s goals are to
use 100% renewable energy by 2024, and have a carbon net zero emission supply chain by 2040.
Outcome:
We were satisfied by the path Softcat were taking in their approach to good culture and the initiatives put
in place. On the IT recycling market, we believe the company’s goals to be beneficial and a positive necessary
action for the planet, something we strongly supported.

Engagement conclusion
Over the past 12 months, Church House has certainly developed and expanded their engagement with
issuers. It is evident that we are much stronger on the equity side and need to further develop our
engagement with credit issuers. Furthermore, Church House can improve their reporting with issuer
engagement and this is a document that we are potentially looking to commission.
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10. COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT

&
11. ESCALATION OF STEWARDSHIP ACTIVITIES TO INFLUENCE ISSUERS
Engagement at Church House
At Church House we are active managers and we have always looked to engage with companies that we
invest in via regular meetings and calls with management teams. We are long-term shareholders and so, in
some cases, have been in communication with companies over many years. For example, in our UK Equity
Growth Fund, we have been shareholders in Unilever, RELX and Diageo since the early 2000s and have been
having meetings with these companies for over twenty years now.

Approach
In the event that we do have a concern with an investee company, we originally look to address this through
meeting with the management team, or at least investor relations, of the given company. We would further
look into the matter through our own analysis in addition to potentially discussing the matter with an analyst
at one of our research providers. If, after taking these steps, we feel that no further action is required and
that we have sufficient information then we will take no further steps and simply monitor the situation.
Escalation
However, if we are not content with what we have heard from management and/or still feel that a given
issue requires more attention, our usual course of action would be to write to the Chair of this business and,
on occasion, we will arrange a one-to-one with the Chair to express our concern and discuss in more detail.
In such a discussion, we would look to prioritise the key issues and communicate these clearly to the Chair.
There are also the options to express our concern to the broker(s) of the Company and voting against
management.
Voting
As a relatively small investment business, it is unlikely that we would ever have the voting power to change
the course of action, but we strongly believe in the power of communicating our concerns when required
and believe that this is our responsibility as asset managers.
Collaboration with other shareholders
On a minority of occasions, and where the above course of action has failed to yield our intended outcome,
we may engage with other shareholders. We will undertake this course of action should we believe it
appropriate, and in the best interests of our shareholders. This may arise as a result of an unsuccessful
private engagement, or, where collaboration with a larger shareholder grants us further reach to influence
the decisions of senior management and the Board.
Process if the outcome is unsuccessful
In the event that our concerns remain unaddressed after all of the above process has taken place, our usual
course of action would be to exit the position as soon as practical.
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Escalation Activity in 2021

Bioscience business engagement on governance
One-to-one meeting with the Chair and a further one-to-one meeting
with the Senior Independent Director (SID)
Held in CH UK Equity Growth Fund, CH UK Smaller Companies Fund and Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund

This example is on a bioscience business, which we have been shareholders of since IPO.
We had previously had meetings with management and IR last year on governance matters such as a change
in leadership, high remuneration during a period of poor share price and operational performance, and no
shares purchased at the outset by the then newly appointed Chair.
Objective: following a public letter sent in March to our investee company by their largest shareholders (the
‘Shareholder’), we were seeking further detail on this matter as well as the governance and future strategy
of the business (the ‘Company’).
Discussion:
Following a public letter from the Company’s largest shareholder, on the poor corporate governance, lack
of Board diversity and insufficient investment team expertise, we organised a meeting with the Chair of the
Company. It was communicated to us that the Company had been in discussions with the Shareholder for a
few months, prior to the publication of the letter, where the most prominent concerns for the Shareholder
were highlighted as volume per day, given their 19% shareholding. This was in contrast to the main
concerns highlighted in the Shareholder’s letter. After this meeting, we thought it necessary to escalate this
matter with a subsequent meeting with the Senior Independent Director. During this meeting, it was
conveyed to us, that the Shareholder had benefited from a substantial share price gain, with their primary
concern being their exit route.
The Shareholder requested to nominate two board members, something which the Company were happy
to consider, should there be a compelling case to add shareholder value. We communicated to the Chair
that one Director appointed by the Shareholder was acceptable; however, we would not support any further
appointments via this route. Disappointingly, the Shareholder was successful in putting forward their
appointments in the 2021 Annual General Meeting. As previously communicated to the Chair and SID, we
did not support the appointment of three directors chosen by the Shareholder, nor did we support the
remuneration policy. In these votes, we abstained, against management recommendations.
In addition to this, the need for more recruits on the investment team were discussed. At their peak there
were six employees on their investment team. We agreed that two more hires would be important.
Conclusion:
Since the beginning of the year, and prior to this, we have not been impressed with the level of corporate
governance demonstrated by the Company. There have been multiple Senior Management resignations and
pausing of Board hires, including the resignation of the Senior Independent Director to whom we spoke. As
a result of this poor governance, the share price performance has understandably suffered. We are selling
our position in the company's stock, as market conditions permit.
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Avast engagement on governance
One-to-one meeting with the Chair and a further one-to-one meeting
with the Senior Independent Director (SID)
Held in CH UK Equity Growth Fund, CH UK Smaller Companies Fund and Tenax Absolute Return Strategies Fund

Avast are a cybersecurity business.
Objective: influence the Board of Avast to seek a higher takeover multiple.
Context:
We had been shareholders in Avast since 2019 when, in July 2021 it was announced that Avast would be
merging with their US competitor NortonLifeLock (Norton). As outlined in our process above, we
subsequently looked into the proposed merger internally. We concluded that this transaction was largely a
merger in name only and that this deal in fact looked more like a takeover of Avast by Norton. This in itself
was not a concern, but what we did not like was the price that the deal was being done at and the fact that
management were not being more forthright with shareholders about the nature of the transaction.
Avast shareholders were offered two options in the transaction, both of which involved both cash and
shares. Here are the two options, as proposed in the deal presentation in August 2021:

The implied share price of 608.4p with the majority cash option was disappointing to us on the basis that
we felt it undervalued Avast on both an underlying basis and relative to the wider technology sector,
particularly given that a takeover premium would also be expected in such a transaction. We give more
detail on our valuation analysis in the below letter to the Avast Chair.

Escalation of engagement
Having analysed the deal internally and concluded that the takeover price was too low, we decided that
further action was required. Our usual route would be to discuss this with management, however, given
that management had publicly endorsed the deal and many of them were being offered senior positions
and equity in the new enlarged Norton business, we did not think that anything constructive would come
of such a meeting. We communicated our displeasure at the takeover price with brokers Jefferies and
Berenberg, but this yielded little.
Collaborative engagement
It was at this point that a UK fund manager at a large FTSE 100 listed Asset Manager got in touch with us.
The business were also shareholders in Avast and were also concerned with the low takeover price. Their
Manger said that his conversations with management about the deal had been unsatisfactory and that they
appeared to be pushing ahead with the deal regardless of shareholder concerns. We agreed with them and
told him that we would write directly to the Chair of Avast in order to express our displeasure.
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Here is a copy of the letter that we sent to John Schwarz, Chair of Avast:
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John Schwarz was quick in getting back to us, sending this email on the following day:

We found this response from John Schwarz to be unsatisfactory and were disappointed that he did not
directly answer any of the questions that we put to him. It struck us that neither the Chair, nor the executive
management team of Avast were acting in the best interest of shareholders.

Outcome
In November 2021, the Avast share price rose above 600p, close to the implied takeover price. At this point
we sold our entire shareholding, realising just over 90% profit for unit holders in our UK Equity Growth Fund
over the two years that we held Avast. In this sense, our primary responsibility as asset managers to protect
and increase our clients’ saving was met.
We are particularly glad to have disposed of our Avast position above 600p since the takeover has
subsequently been delayed on competition grounds and the deal has not yet received full regulatory
approval. The effect of this uncertainty on the Avast share price can be seen in the below share price chart:
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We did not, however, succeed in influencing the Board of Avast to seek a higher takeover multiple and our
communications with Avast’s brokers and Chair appear to have had little effect. While we would not expect
to have changed the course of the Board’s decision making due to our position as relatively small
shareholders, we were hoping for a more open dialogue with the Company and better answers to our
concerns.

Learnings
We feel that, in the case of Avast, we followed due process and that we fulfilled our duty to clients and as
asset managers in escalating our stewardship activities when the situation required. We were not able to
alter the course of events, but we did make our opinion known to the Board, brokers and to a large
shareholder. We learnt more about the governance of Avast in the process and this was part of what led to
our decision to sell our shareholding over 600p.
In future we will continue to follow our engagement process, as outlined above, as and when deemed
necessary. One learning that we will look to follow in future, is that engaging with other shareholders was
a worthwhile undertaking, particularly when they are a materially larger institution. In this case, the FTSE
100 listed UK Asset Manager clearly had better access to the management team of Avast and greater voting
power to exert influence.
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EXERCISING RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

12. ACTIVELY EXERCISING RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Our Proxy Voting Process
In-house Voting
At Church House we take our own responsibility for proxy voting and do not outsource any part of the
process to third parties. We do this because we see proxy voting as a responsibility that we would like
autonomy over and, just as we would not outsource an investment decision, we prefer to keep voting
decisions in-house.
Voting and Engagement Committee
As discussed in Principle 2, we looked to add resources and structure to our proxy voting process in 2021 by
creating our new Voting and Engagement Committee. This committee is made up of six members from our
investment team, including James Mahon (co-CIO and Board member) and convenes weekly to discuss
upcoming voting and to delegate responsibility for analysing newly published statements. This committee
is led by our ESG analyst, who is responsible for monitoring all upcoming events where we have the
opportunity to vote.
The establishment of this committee has significantly improved our voting processes and promoted greater
engagement across the investment team. It has further promoted active engagement with investee
companies within our governance structures and we will look to further entrench this in our processes for
2022.

Voting policy
We do not publish a formal voting policy on the basis that we invest in a wide variety of asset classes and
businesses globally. We feel that the diversity of these businesses and their unique circumstances makes
having one formalised policy problematic to apply and is not necessarily suitable. With an eight person
investment team, we also have finite resources, and do not feel like applying such a central policy would be
suitable for Church house at present. However, we have common standards and convictions that we apply
for all of our investee companies.
For example, we do not like for management teams to have the right to issue material portions of equity
without the approval of shareholders. However, there are other items, such as remuneration, that we feel
varies too materially across sectors, geographies and market capitalisations for one central policy to be
applied. Despite not publishing a formal proxy voting process, we do aim to be consistent and uphold
governance standards on behalf of our clients.

Voting – Equities versus Fixed Interest
As shareholders in equities, we are able to engage with management (in support, against or abstaining) via
our right to vote. However, across our fixed interest holdings, we are unable to vote, given the nature of
the asset class. Nevertheless, we regularly engage with issuers via netroadshows and other methods
discussed in the previous principles.
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Proxy Voting Activity
During the 2021 we voted on a total of 96 events, made up of a total 1,634 items. 90% of these events were
AGMs, with the majority of the balance being EGMs. Here is the full split of meeting type that we voted on:

We voted against management on 25 occasions and abstained 31 times. Combined that makes it 3% of
votes where we did not vote with management.

Looking at the 25 occasions when we did vote against management, the category split can be seen below.
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‘Other’ Resolutions - Against
As can be seen, 68% of the occasions when we voted against management were on ‘Other’ resolutions such
as political donations and climate change. This is one area we chose to focus on specifically this year as this
has historically been a category which we feel management teams have, on occasion, used to pass irregular
resolutions that we have not agreed with.
Examples for voting against management – Political Donations & Climate Change
For example, we voted against political donations for defence company BAE Systems, UK bank Barclays and
Anglo-Australian miner Rio Tinto. All three of these businesses have a chequered past when it comes to
political donations and we saw no situation in which we, as shareholders, would like to see these businesses
making donations. We realise that the legal definition of ‘political donations’ is relatively wide and that, in
some instances, passing such resolutions gives flexibility to management teams to support groups that are
not political parties or individuals, but that are still caught under the above definition as a political donation.
Having considered this, the Voting and Engagement Committee concluded that this was not sufficient
mitigation and that, regardless, we did not think it suitable for these businesses to be making political
donations. During 2020 none of these three businesses made payments to political parties, but Rio Tinto
and Barclays did provide administrative support to their respective federal Political Action Committees
(PACs) in the US, funded by the voluntary political contributions of eligible employees. In both cases the
amount donated was under $50K over the year. We do not view this support of US PACs as concerning.

Capital Allocation - Against
Capital allocation resolutions, specifically relating to disapplication of pre-emption rights have been
another area of focus for the Voting and Engagement Committee in 2021. As long-term investors, we feel
that equity is paramount and we do not like to see management teams being liberal in issuing equity to fund
acquisitions – we favour businesses and management teams that take a more conservative approach and
that grow by reinvesting free cash flow. We are not completely against management issuing shares when
there is a viable investment case for this, but beyond a certain level, we feel that a management team should
require the approval of equity holders before going ahead.
Examples for voting against management – Capital Allocation
One such group of resolutions that we voted against were Aviva’s resolutions 19-21, authorising directors
to disapply pre-emption rights on up to 1/3rd of the Company’s equity capital under certain conditions. As
equity holders, we saw this as materially too high an amount of equity for management to be allowed to
issue without putting the vote to shareholders, and so we voted against the resolution.
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Abstentions

We abstained on reappointing directors on 17 occasions during 2021. Here are two occasions where we
abstained and our reasoning:

Examples for abstaining on our vote – Directors
Bioscience business
This example is on a venture capital bioscience business, established to invest in breakthrough
biotechnology businesses. We have been shareholders since IPO.
We abstained from re-electing three newly-appointed directors. Investment in this business has been
disappointing, after a series of management and board changes that, in our opinion, compromised the
Company’s investment abilities and resulted in poor performance.
During 2021, the largest shareholder in the Company (the ‘Shareholder’), were successful in their attempt
to overhaul the Board, replacing the CEO with their own chair appointment in addition to a number of new
directors. We saw this as an aggressive and unnecessary shakeup to an already fragile leadership structure.
Furthermore, we felt that the CEO had done a good job in improving the Company during his short time as
CEO, as reflected in strong share price performance.
We therefore decided to abstain from re-electing the three newly-appointed directors at the 2021 AGM.
These directors were appointed to the Board by the Shareholder, in which we had little conviction.
Moreover, we had had no communication with the individuals since their appointment. We are continuing
to monitor progress at the Company and have, so far, seen no evidence of improved management under
the new Board. In fact, investor communication has been minimal.
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Essity
We abstained from resolutions 'DISCHARG[ING DIRECTORS] FROM PERSONAL LIABILITY OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AND THE PRESIDENT FOR 2020'. This resolution appeared irregular in our opinion as we feel that
individual responsibility is important and a key part of what being a director is. Having looked into this, it
appears that such resolutions are common for Swedish-listed businesses (such as Essity) and is not
necessarily cause for suspicion. Given this finding, we did not feel that the resolution required a vote against
and decided that it would be suitable to abstain in this case. Regardless of what is common practice in
Sweden, we still did not feel comfortable voting in favour of discharging personal liability for directors.

Voting Coverage of Fund Assets
Improved voting process
Over 2021 we significantly increased the number of companies and resolutions that we voted on,
submitting significantly more votes than in any prior year. In a large part this was thanks to the creation of
our new Voting and Engagement Committee and efforts made within the investment team to increase our
coverage here. Whist previously voting had been the responsibility of one individual, all investment
professionals are now actively engaging in voting and our processes have been improved to reflect this and
ensure wider coverage.
Voting approach by Geography
UK voting
In 2021, the main areas of increased voting were for our UK-listed investments. Based on assets held at the
end of Q1-2021, we voted on 74% of the UK-listed companies held in our UK Growth Fund and 57% of UKlisted companies in our UK Smaller Companies Fund. Where we have not managed to vote, it tends to be
that these businesses had their AGMs early in the year, before our Voting and Engagement Committee was
formed, hence the resources were not in place to investigate these resolutions.
International voting
Our challenge so far and for the year ahead is voting on international businesses. Given that we have six
members of our Voting and Engagement Committee and the time that is takes to effectively analyse and
vote on resolutions, we have found that our resources can limit our ability to cover international equities,
particularly mega-cap US companies that require significantly more time to cover than, for example, a
smaller cap UK business.
Furthermore, investor relations and wider company access is harder for these large businesses and we, as
a smaller investment company, do not get the same level of access as our larger asset management peers.
Nevertheless, we will look to increase our voting on international holdings in 2022 and will review our
resources throughout the year.

Individual Clients and Voting
In the event that an individual client has an investment in a segregated account that is not held in any other
accounts at Church House and that client wishes to vote on this company, then we are happy to take
instruction from this client. This would require specific instruction from the client. For more widely held
positions we follow our core process, as outlined above.
However, given the nature of Church House’s business model, we run all our clients via a discretionary fund
mandate, and as fund managers, vote on behalf of our clients. Therefore, the likelihood a client may override
a house view is minimal.
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Stock Lending
We do not engage in stock lending for any of our assets.
Voting Policy
Our voting record for 2021 can be found here.
Conclusion and intentions for 2022
We intend to continue with our weekly Voting and Engagement Committee though 2022 and into
perpetuity. It has now become a core part of our process and we are proud to be one of the few firms in the
industry who undertakes all Shareholder voting in-house. For 2022 we aim to vote on all of our UK-listed
assets and are confident that under our new processes we will have the resources to cover this.

Jeremy Wharton
Chief Executive
Church House Investment Management, 50 Grosvenor Street, Mayfair, London. W1K 3HW
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